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Abstract
Five millennia old ancient Indian [‘Hindu’] philosophy of Dharma–namely, to not usurp public or private wealth even
surreptitiously–has been revived within a quarter century (1991-2017) as constitutional Unanimously Agreeable
Philosophy of Governance (UAPG)2 to reestablish its paramountcy for civilized coexistence and survival of
humanity.3 The British System (rules and policies) of Robbery (BSR) of enterprising producers, rooted worldwide,
is antithetic to UAPG.4 Top universities and the Nobel Memorial Academy for Economic Science have speciously
spread BSR as a scientific discipline by branding it as modern economics, which was originally scripted by Adam
Smith (1776) and propagated by anointed economists, thereafter. Modern economics is unscientific (Mithya) because
it does not define Invisible Hand or its various avatars, scientifically or rationally, which this discipline claims to be
responsible for enormous periodic losses of hard-earned wealth and jobs of enterprising producers, globally. In
addition, BSR rules are fundamentally unfair, unconstitutional, unstable, economically inefficient, unanimously
disagreeable and detrimental to civilized coexistence and survival of mankind.5 In contrast, UAPG rules are
fundamentally fair, constitutional, unanimously agreeable, stable, economically efficient, and necessary for civilized
coexistence and survival of mankind. Evidence shows that spread of UAPG has enervated and uprooted BSR and
dethroned many heretofore powerful rulers propped by BSR. BSR has now become a Frankenstein for its creators.
Universities wishing to remain fountains of science and truth must shed the unconstitutional, unscientific (Mithya)
BSR from their educational curricula and introduce constitutional and scientific UAPG founded on truth.
The trigger for the military raids of the UAPG Academy during January 23-24, 2011 (to eliminate, incarcerate or
muzzle me) must be the immense triumph in nonviolent war waged against BSR by rapid discovery, dissemination
and acceptance of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma, which became the basis of the Financial Crisis Inquiry
Commission findings made in late 2010 (released in January 2011).6 The FCIC report squarely blames the BSR
Academy and Allies for their failure [in accepting UAPG on time] and for causing the avoidable (manmade, not
Invisible Hand caused) financial catastrophe of 2008.
Hitler could not destroy BSR because he did not know it as his true enemy. Nuclear bombs and missiles could not
destroy the BSR that has captured the rulers wielding such weapons. Constitutional UAPG could, however, crush
unconstitutional BSR, that too, nonviolently. Constitutional UAPG is the most potent nonviolent Terror (juggernaut)
that is crushing everyone who stands on its path. Constitutional UAPG is Dharma, discovered in ancient India, 5000
years ago, when organized religions like Buddhism, Christianity and Islam did not exist. Painting ConstitutionalUAPG-Dharma as Radical Hindu Brahmin Terror, because of origin of the author or fundamental nature of his
discoveries, cannot repress it because it is a unique unifying bond among humans that transcends artificial divisions
of society based on organized religion, caste, race, nationality, professional association, or union. Evidence presented
in the paper shows that attempts to block Constitutional-UAPG-Dharma have been futile. Relentless propagation of
Constitutional-UAPG-Dharma is now melting away the Frankenstein (created by Unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma):
(a) BSR rules7 that continually decimate enterprising producers’ motivation (‘animal spirit’) for perseverance needed
for survival of humanity, (b) Islamic Pakistan (‘land of the pure’), epicenter of violent terrorism, designed to keep
Dharmic India repressed, and (c) social internecine caused by subsidies (funded by systemic robbery of enterprising
producers) to various groups based on religion, caste, race, profession, associations and unions.
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I.

Introduction

It took barely twenty-five years of selfless, scientific discovery and dissemination of constitutional Unanimously
Agreeable Philosophy of Governance8 (UAPG) to uproot and crush the 500-year old unscientific unconstitutional
British System (rules and policies) of Robbery (BSR). UAPG attains in rational general equilibrium within a dynamic
math-econ model of the economy, representing the real world of (i) competing businesses and households, maximizing
their net-worth, (ii) markets valuing assets by arbitrage and (iii) government administering uniformly fair rules.9 There
exists no such general economic equilibrium model backing BSR.10
UAPG has scientifically exposed BSR as unscientific, irrational and pure Mithya, which is a Sanskrit word for lacking
scientific basis. Evidence presented later shows that UAPG has intellectually crushed the so-called invincible, five
hundred-year old, deeply entrenched and powerful BSR.11 Evidence also shows that established rulers propped by
BSR as well as the experts in BSR Academy have credibly realized the threat to their survival due to rapid acceptance
of UAPG by emerging political leaders, worldwide.
UAPG became a juggernaut after discovery of new unanimously agreeable knowledge in 2009 on constitutionality of
UAPG versus unconstitutionality of BSR and on UAPG being the modern version of Dharma, the ancient Indian
philosophy, that the British Raj relentlessly pursued for demolishing in India since 1600 AD. Dharma, the kernel of
Gita, simply means: to not usurp public or private wealth, even surreptitiously. I have found that Dharma as well as
its modern version, UAPG, is consistent with the modern constitution written in 1776, whereas BSR is not. UAPG
rules are constitutional and Dharmic.12 In contrast, BSR rules are unconstitutional and Adharmic. Moreover, UAPG
rules are non-dogmatic (fundamentally fair), rational or scientific and needed for stability, efficiency, civilized
coexistence and survival of humanity. BSR rules are dogma-based (fundamentally unfair), irrational, unanimously
disagreeable, unstable, inefficient and detrimental to civilized coexistence and survival of humanity.13
Section II of the paper presents historical evolution of Mithya-based British System of Robbery starting in British
Raj of India in 1600 A.D. This section shows factually that the Ghumusar (Odisha, India) war of 1754 is factually the
first war of independence of India.14 While British Raj was suppressing spread of Dharmic literature in India, Adam
Smith was fascinatingly perfecting the sleigh of Invisible Hands (1776) to surreptitiously and systemically rob
enterprising producers in a newly independent British colony, the United States of America. This section also shows
how top universities and a Nobel Memorial Academy for Economic Science have arrogated the privilege to spread
unscientific (Mithya) Invisible Hand as a scientific academic discipline called modern economics.
Section III presents evidence on how UAPG has indeed become a juggernaut to crush Mithya BSR and its foundation
as modern economics.
Section IV presents evidence linking British authorities to BSR rulers in India to militarily raids on January 23-24,
2011 of the UAPG Academy, which is being built in Bhanjanagar, Ghumusar (India), the native place of the sole
UAPG author. Historical evidence narrated in this section shows that British Raj in India had in 1754 raided the same
Ghumusar, where the UAPG author’s ancestors had scripted nonpareil poetry on Dharma for civilized coexistence
and survival of humanity.
Section IV also shows the military raids of the UAPG Academy happened following dissemination among global
leaders-including President Obama, members of US Congress and Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission-several
important research-based memos on the following topics:
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a)

Moral hazard due to artificial creation of fiat currency, which amounted to surreptitious blackmailing and
systemic robbery of enterprising producers whose produce and service is priced by such currency, dated
November 8, 2010.15

b) Rejoinder submitted to the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission, dated May 4, 2010, 16 challenging the BSR
Academy and Allies that the 2008 crisis was not an act of Invisible Hand, as they testified before FCIC, but
was manmade due to their failure to adopt my policy proposals submitted to Congress since 2003, which the
US Congress adopted to stem the domino of crashing markets in 2008.17 During this time, a major investment
bank had requested me (through a third-party) to testify before congressional bodies, regulatory agencies and
courts for substantial monetary compensation. When I asked why a major investment bank would not choose
celebrity experts from top universities that University of Illinois at Chicago was not, there was no answer. I
had answered that only my bank regulatory policy proposals, based on general equilibrium, had been adopted
by Congress and that the value of my expert testimony to the investment bank was nil, unless I retracted my
constitutional-UAPG, which I, of course, would not do for any amount of money.
c)

Unconstitutionality of blind academic reviews, dated October 8, 2010.18

d) Unconstitutionality of US laws, dated October 18, 2010.19
e)

“Constitutional System of Money and Finance,” March-September, 2010. This shows unconstitutionality of
BSR and constitutionality of UAPG. This paper was invited and published in the Journal of Financial
Transformation (2013) which claims to have 18 Nobel Laureates as Authors.

Simultaneously, I had submitted many credible memos to the Indian government against opening up BSR Academy
campuses at the behest of universities like Harvard, Yale, Cambridge, Oxford. These protest memos must have been
accepted by the Indian bureaucracy–for whose independence I had preemptively and successfully lobbied since 2005–
to not acquiesce with the wishes of Harvard, Oxford and Cambridge graduates, who were politically ruling the roost
in the Sonia Gandhi Administration in 2011. A letter to Prime Minister of India, dated January 17, 2011, details such
successes of the sole author of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma. This must have frightened the BSR Academy and
Allies. The only powerful weapon that the Sonia Gandhi Administration had against advance of constitutional-UAPGDharma in India, as of January 2011, was a caged Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI). The UAPG Academy in
Ghumusar was militarily raided by the Central Reserve Police Force under CBI command with connivance of the
Odisha state Administration on January 23-24, 2011, potentially, to blackmail me at gun-point to abandon my pursuits
for spreading UAPG. I had left the UAPG Academy for prescheduled teaching in USA a few days before the raids.20
The trigger for the military raids of the UAPG Academy on January 23-24, 2011 (to eliminate, incarcerate or
muzzle me) must be the immense triumph in nonviolent war waged against BSR by rapid discovery, dissemination
and acceptance of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma, which became the basis of the Financial Crisis Inquiry
Commission findings made in late 2010 (released in January 2011).21 The FCIC report squarely blames the BSR
Academy and Allies for their failure [in accepting UAPG on time] and for causing the avoidable (manmade, not
Invisible Hand caused) financial catastrophe of 2008.
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After the fiasco of military raids of the UAPG Academy, UK Government invited the chief minister of Odisha for
private meetings with top secretaries in May 2012. I had then promptly written to the CM of Odisha to not fall for a
secret hedge fund to be blackmailed to act against propagation of UAPG. What transpired in the private meetings of
Odisha CM with UK authorities and Sussex University officials is not known to me. But soon after the private
meetings, a close confidant of Odisha CM staged a coup against the CM with Rs.100’s of crores available for horsetrading of state legislatures. Did the UK authorities undercut the CM of Odisha because he would not oblige them to
repress me to stop propagation of UAPG? The CM abruptly shortened his UK visit to return to Bhubaneswar and foil
the coup against his ouster.
After failing to suppress constitutional-UAPG-Dharma through potentially luring the Odisha state leader, a close
confident of Mrs. Sonia Gandhi, Mr. Sam Pitroda, made a surprising visit to University of Illinois at Chicago in early
May 2013; I did not attend his meeting at UIC. Then my paper on no-subsidy mantra of governance22 was scheduled
for presentation organized jointly by Oxford University and OECD in Paris, on invitation from Oxford University
Professor Paul Anand. This scheduled seminar was cancelled by Oxford on June 4, 2013. Subsequently, a top CRPF
commander from Central command unexpectedly showed up in the UAPG Academy in Ghumusar (where I was
vacationing during mid-May through August 2013) to request me for a private meeting. He told me that I was a
‘bigwig’ living in a rural area. I thought he was dispatched by actual bigwigs in New Delhi.
The above events are consistent with Mr. Rahul Gandhi’s willy-nilly admission in a University of California-Berkeley
speech on September 12, 2017 that sometime around 2012 (Mr. Gandhi could not specify the exact timing) his party
and government lost the vision for India.23 Prime Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh had indeed adopted many UAPG
proposals until the end of 2010, notably independence of bureaucracy, no-subsidy mantra in governance, a South
Asian University for unity, establishment of top academic research institutions like IIT and abandonment of the idea
of establishing BSR Academy campuses in India under Harvard, Yale and such universities. I do not believe that
Prime Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh was aware of the 2011 military raids of the UAPG Academy. Neither do I think
that Mr. Rahul Gandhi and Mr. Sam Pitroda approved of these raids. Mr. Sam Pitroda was then the head of Knowledge
Commission of India, which had downloaded many of my writings from pro-prosperity.com. Apparent admission by
Mr. Rahul Gandhi, in his Berkeley speech of the folly of Congress Party in missing India’s mission around 2012,
indicates that UAPG has become a juggernaut crushing and uprooting BSR rule of India.
Top British friends24 of Mr. Rahul Gandhi must have used him to convey to the U.S. State Department and Obama
Administration in August 2009 about Dharma-UAPG-Constitutionality being more potent Hindu Terror than Islamic
extremism to the world order founded on BSR.25 The British advisors of Mr. Rahul Gandhi could have adopted such
a strategy because President Obama would not accept their advice that I could be a Hindu Terrorist. President Obama
has received promptly my research discoveries since early 2005, when he was my senator from Illinois. He could
never believe that I was an extremist/terrorist that British MI6 and Department of Homeland Security, monitoring my
writings in pro-prosperity.com, might have conveyed to him.
BSR Academy and Allies must have been nevertheless frightened about the nonpareil discovery and dissemination of
constitutional-UAPG-Dharma potentially uniting mankind against the established BSR. Since the unity of Hindus and
Muslims during Sepoy Mutiny in 1857 against foreign rule in India, the British had dreaded revival any potent unifying
wisdom like constitutional-UAPG-Dharma.
Indeed, I had credibly conveyed to the Bharatiya Janata Party leader and Prime Minister of India, Mr. Atal Bihari
Bajpayee, in March 2003 to pursue for a united, peaceful and prosperous India and had proposed to observe the day
of Sepoy Mutiny as India’s war of independence.26 Mr. Narendra Modi within a few days had echoed this memo in a
major speech entitled, “united, peaceful and prosperous Gujarat,” and then made sure that his state did not have any
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riot thereafter. All countries in South Asia now observe the day of Sepoy Mutiny as the common war of their
independence.
The BSR Allies must have got all my memos and emails after hacking my personal computer in early 2009. The
hackers included Cambridge University, as described later. I could have given the BSR Allies a copy of my hard
drive freely to save them their trouble of hacking. My memos included an important letter, dated March 21, 2009,
that had I sent to the most incorruptible Dharmic Indian leader, Mr. Narendra Modi, Chief Minister of Gujarat, and
Mr. L.K. Advani, Leader of Opposition in Indian Parliament, requesting them to issue me a BJP ticket to contest from
parliamentary constituency in Odisha. It was a time when the BSR Academy tried hard but failed to purge me from
the University of Illinois at Chicago.
The above facts must have convinced the BSR Academy and Allies that the sole discoverer and disseminator of
constitutional-UAPG-Dharma was the humanity’s most potent uniting force threating the survival of BSR. The BSR
Academy and Allies must have, therefore, found it necessary to use Mr. Rahul Gandhi to convey to the Obama
Administration via Secretary of State Clinton about this potent threat to BSR and then to goad the Harvard-OxfordCambridge graduates ruling the roost in Sonia Gandhi Administration to militarily threaten me to stop dissemination
of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma in January 2011. The military raids, aimed at muzzling me, prove that the BSR
Academy and Allies realize constitutional-UAPG-Dharma as the most serious threat to their survival. The failure of
taming me through such military raids prove irreversible triumph of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma.
Section IV shows how I have preemptively averted every potential shenanigan of a very wealthy and mighty BSR
Academy and Allies, designed to block UAPG. It was possible due to selflessness, unimpeachable honesty, super
efficiency, fundamental fairness (I have been funded only by hard-earned income which has been repressed artificially
by BSR Academy), and impeccably rational or scientific research with prompt direct communication of all discoveries
to top leaders without hiding anything in my mind. While thinking a few days ago about how top universities are being
blackmailed by BSR Academy, I did not know much of the contents of this paper. One can rationally think of me as
a robotic agent of UAPG-Dharma-Constitutionality. Eliminating me will not dent propagation of UAPG-DharmaConstitutionality. The recent heightened frequency of Mr. Rahul Gandhi’s visits of Hindu temples shows that he
wants to distance from Hindu Terror remarks. More importantly, he might now be skeptical of advice from top British
strategists, lest his party would never regain power. Leaders in Europe, Russia and China will be more concerned
than ever before about British strategic advice. Prime Minister Narendra Modi of India and President Trump of USA
have been painted as Hitler and given other unseemly names by BSR-controlled media and, so, they will never heed
to British strategic advice. More importantly, the vast majority of Britons, who have been frightened by the collapse
of the established system of their governance, are unwilling to listen to the strategy of their leaders as exhibited by
their Brexit vote and hung parliaments since 2008. These Britons will not forgive (a) the Cambridge University for
blocking publication of the UAPG book that was desired by the CU Economics Editor, Chris Harrison, for publication,
which could have averted their economic collapse, (b) Oxford University canceling an invited pre-scheduled
conference presentation by the sole constitutional-UAPG-Dharma author, or (c) Cambridge U hacking this author’s
email correspondence with journals to suppress the truth about the CU Economics Editor wanting to publish the UAPG
book in 2003 that could have preemptively averted the following economic collapse of most Western economies in
2008. The universities worldwide, willing to remain fountains of discovery and dissemination of scientific research,
will now be forced to jettison BSR from their academic curricula and to teach UAPG in their programs.
Section V presents evidence on how spread of UAPG in USA has caused nightmare of BSR Academy and its allies.
Section VI shows UPG has become invincible except for some potential dangers. One danger is due to false
deification of the sole constitutional-UAPG-Dharma author after his death to speciously claim that his ‘godly’
constitutional-UAPG-Dharma could not be published in ‘scientific’ journals of BSR Academy. This paper attempts
to preemptively avert such potential falsification ever stifling propagation of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma as well as
continued research based on UAPG to counter any new shenanigan on systemic robbery of enterprising producers.
The other danger is turncoat leaders who chime constitutional-UAPG-Dharma to win elections and, after victory,
fortify BSR for self-aggrandizement. This section also presents the winning strategy of the sole author and
disseminator of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma: It is to seek truth based on facts and scientific-mathematical models
and to disseminate the findings freely by remaining inured to blackmailing due to lure or threat of opponents. Section
Constitutional Unanimously Agreeable Philosophy of Governance Crushing Unconstitutional British System of Robbery
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VII argues why universities should urgently shed unscientific and unconstitutional BSR to survive as fountains for
discovery and dissemination of scientific truth like UAPG which is necessary for civilized coexistence and survival
of humanity. Section VIII offers concluding remarks.

II. Evolution of Mithya British System of Robbery into Modern Economics
The British System of Robbery (BSR) was conceived during British Raj of India, starting in 1600 AD. It was perfected
by ruthlessly suppressing the pervasive Dharmic (Dharma-inspired) Indian culture around the same time (1776 AD)
when Adam Smith scripted Adharmic (anti-Dharma) modern economics to foist it on a newly independent British
colony, the United States of America, for surreptitious robbery of enterprising producers. Historical facts show that
British Raj aimed at Hindu Brahmins, for example, in Ghumusar-Ganjam in Odisha, India, who had scripted by 1740
AD copious nonpareil poetry to spread Dharma. The British Raj had then invaded Ghumusar during 1744-1766. This
led to a pitched battle between British forces and the army of Ghumusar king, Krushnachandra Bhanja, during 17511754. This factually marked the years of first war of Indian independence.27 This war against British Raj was for
preservation of Dharma.
In 1768, the British established the Ganjam fort, apparently, to suppress propagation of Dharma in India: “construction
of Potagarh [Ganjam] fort was commenced in 1768 by Edward Costford, the first Resident of Ganjam.”28 This was
eerily similar to what the British were doing in USA around the same time: “After 1765, growing philosophical and
political differences strained the relationship between Great Britain and its colonies” in USA for the same cause of
taxation without representation.29
The fear of losing both the colonies (India and USA) must have prompted top British thinkers to mastermind a
surreptitious system of robbery: to make BSR a university-based scientific discipline founded on Adam Smith’s
modern economics scripted in 1776. BSR was thereafter perfectly placed, ensconced as a scientific discipline that it
is not, within top universities like Cambridge, Oxford, Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Pennsylvania, Stanford, MIT,
Chicago and Nobel Memorial Academy for Economics.
These universities have enormously enriched by sharing the loot through BSR disciples placed at the helm of industry
and government and by luring and blackmailing lawmakers through private hedge funds held secret by law.30 The
BSR Academy has been decorated with Nobel Memorial Prizes on Economic Science, which are awarded primarily
to those who design sophisticated dogma-driven models for (i) granting first-best privilege to a few indolent robbers
willing to share with BSR Academy the loot from surreptitious systemic robbery of enterprising producers, (ii)
designing such system (rules and policies) of surreptitious robbery and disseminating the same as science,31 (iii)
spreading Mithya about how such system is beneficial to those being robbed,32 and (iv) articulating, glibly, that
periodic financial crises that wipe out hard-earned wealth of enterprising producers occur due to some irrational or
unethical or immoral behavior of market participants, Invisible Hand, or random credit crunch or shock.33
The mission of modern economics has been to indoctrinate enterprising producers with an irrational belief that their
hard-earned wealth would be wiped out, periodically, by some undefined, unscientific or irrational force. This makes
modern economics irrational or unscientific or pure Mithya, which is a Sanskrit word for lies. So, BSR Academy is
founded on Mithya. Numerous avatars of Adam Smith’s Invisible Hand have been floated by the BSR Academy:
1.

Random Liquidity Shock (caused by god?) by University of Chicago Professor Raghu Rajan and his ilk to
justify prevaricated lending to privileged financial institutions (like Goldman Sachs as opposed to Lehman
Brothers in 2008). Professor Rajan has authored a book published by BSR-propped Random House Penguin
Books which extols capitalism but chastises capitalists. Professor Rajan and the publisher are schizophrenic
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because capitalists have written the “rules for capitalism” which is indeed BSR. The author and publisher
have taken the risk of being schizophrenic because their mission is to preserve BSR by diverting attention of
We the People to Mithya that some unspecified moral-ethical-behavioral lapses of some capitalists, not the
deliberately planted systemic robbery, cause periodic economic crises. After I conveyed this analysis to Modi
Administration of India, Professor Rajan did not receive an extension as governor of Reserve Bank of India.
Yet, BSR-allied Reuters has promoted Professor Raghu Rajan subsequently for a Nobel Memorial Prize in
Economic Science, most likely to teach a “lesson” to Prime Minister Modi. A staunch opponent of Prime
Minister Modi-Mr. P. Chidambaram who was Finance Minister in the previous Sonia Gandhi
Administration-has written in Indian Express that the Modi Administration does not deserve the service of
a famed expert like Dr. Raghu Rajan! These facts show Modi Administration’s proclivity towards UAPG
and Sonia Gandhi Administration’s entrenchment in systemic robbery propped by ‘experts’ anointed by the
BSR Academy. It is not surprising why the Sonia Gandhi Administration raided the UAPG Academy twice
in January 2011 with paramilitary forces and Central Bureau of Investigation in India, as narrated later.
2.

Random Credit Crunch (caused by sunspot?) by University of Chicago Professors Doug Diamond and Phil
Dybvig (now at U of St. Louis) to justify–with vociferous support of late University of Chicago Professor
Nobel Laureate Milton Friedman and U of Chicago Professor Posner–private custody of publicly-insured
deposits to be used by private hedge funds to socialize losses and privatize profits.34 Reuters has promoted
Professors Diamond and Posner for Nobel Memorial Prizes in Economic Science.

3.

Irrational, unethical or immoral behavior of market participants befalling periodically (due to god-ordained
headaches?), as championed by this year’s Nobel Laureate University of Chicago Professor Richard Thaler.
I have shown that ethics, morality, constitutionality, Dharma and UAPG (first-best economic efficiency) are
equivalent within a rational mathematical general economic equilibrium model.35

4.

Unspecified Nature bestowing special privilege on a few agents like corporate CEOs and government
regulators with (Nature given?) power to blackmail (i.e., cause moral hazard for) the principals (shareholders
and enterprising producers of a nation) to justify [using dogmatic Mithya] first-best status (power and wealth)
to subjugate by robbing shareholders and enterprising producers, with impunity, as championed by 2016
Nobel Laureate Harvard University Professor Bengt Holmstorm and his ilk.36

5.

Yale Professor Gary Gorton, formerly at the University of Pennsylvania, has authored a book published by
Oxford University Press and extolled by BSR pundits and top government regulators to directly resurrect
Adam Smith’s Invisible Hand as the cause of 2008 financial catastrophe. Financial industry honchos and top
regulators used this book to testify, falsely, before the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission of the US
Congress that no one saw the 2008 financial crisis coming. Did they mean no human being saw the crisis
coming? If so, they have made me (a human being) their god for not only seeing the crisis coming since
2003 but also for proposing to US Congress in 2003 specific policies to preemptively avert the looming
financial crisis; the US government had to adopt these policies to stem the domino of crashing markets in
2008.37

6.

BSR Academy has established measurement of well-being of people in an economy by growth in Gross
Domestic Product and per-capital income. In reality, these measures do not reflect preference of almost all
people to raise their net-worth. Members of the BSR Academy and allied rulers raise their net-worth, even
by systemically robbing enterprising producers. This means the economic system of measurement of
prosperity is deliberately designed to camouflage the true underlying preference of even the designers of the
system. The Nobel Memorial Prize for Economic Science has exalted this system of measuring welfare and
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poverty based on income by awarding a prize in 2015 to Princeton University Professor Angus Deaton. In
an interview on New Delhi Television, Professor Deaton has admitted potential disagreement on his measures
of welfare. I have proposed a unanimously agreeable system of measurement of prosperity based on growth
in net-worth in a paper (2013) published in the Journal of Financial Transformation, which claims to have 18
Nobel Laureates as authors.38
Evidence available exclusively to me shows that the above anointed experts in the BSR Academy and their allies have
almost surely blocked publication of research on UAPG, which could have preemptively averted the 2008 financial
catastrophe that was worse than even the Great Depression, according to the Federal Reserve. Enterprising producers,
who have so far propped the BSR Academy and allied rulers, will no longer accept the BSR Mithya and surreptitious
suppression of new knowledge like UAPG as science.
An eminent professor, whom I respect enormously, warned me in early 1990’s that I would be unemployed if I pursued
research on efficient governance of markets.39 When I asked him how he knew it, he told me that he too was warned
about his unemployment just for proposing an econometric test of efficiency of markets. He abandoned his test
proposal due to fear of unemployment. As someone who inherently [perhaps genetically] considers service in the best
interest of We the People as nonpareil employment, I could not be lured or intimidated by even the wealthiest and
mightiest forces like the BSR Academy and allied rulers. When I resigned from the Federal Reserve as financial
economist, a senior Fed officer in-charge of my section was asked to cut short his vacation to persuade me to withdraw
my resignation. I had to leave the Fed to serve We the People, efficiently and effectively.
Remarks of my respected professor nevertheless enlightened me about the importance of my research. This led me to
pursue more vigorously for efficient governance of banks and financial markets, without knowing then that (a) my
findings on general equilibrium-based first-best efficient rules of governance, obtained in 1991, were indeed
unanimously agreeable, constitutional, fundamentally fair and necessary for civilized coexistence and survival of
humanity, whereas (b) the antithetic BSR rules40 were unconstitutional, inefficient, unanimously disagreeable,
irrational, dogmatic and detrimental to civilized coexistence and survival of mankind.41
Spread of UAPG has exposed BSR as a Frankenstein monster poised to devour its creators.
Markets cannot ever be efficient if the rules of governance of markets are [as proven in the most general mathecon model ever written by any one42] inefficient, irrational, dogmatic, unconstitutional, fundamentally unfair and
unstable. The BSR Academy still tries to fool We the People that the markets are efficient by awarding a Nobel
Memorial Prize for Economic Science in 2013 to University of Chicago Professor Gene Fama for establishing a
hypothesis [to fool We the People] that markets are efficient.
The Nobel Memorial committee for “Economic Science” and professors of “modern economics” are is still in a
state of denial of the truth that BSR is pure Mithya and that BSR gurus are in a fools’ paradise. The only way the
BSR Academy can prove UAPG unscientific or irrational is by constructing a more general equilibrium scientific
model than mine to prove that (a) BSR is efficient, stable, constitutional, unanimously agreeable and rational, and (b)
either the axioms or the general equilibrium outcomes of my model are unreasonable. The Oxford University held a
conference on general equilibrium theory supporting BSR, but failed to find one, as admitted by a Harvard professor
in a New York Times column published later.

III. How UAPG has become a Juggernaut to Crush British System of Robbery
As an author of the above described real-world mega game, I could preemptively visualize and thwart all clandestine
shenanigans that BSR Academy and Allies would undertake in future to derail UAPG, as illustrated by the following:
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A. I mimeographed my general equilibrium math-econ model on efficient resolution of moral hazard in the mega
game as soon as I completed it in 1991 at the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System where I
worked as a financial economist (1990-1995).43 Moral hazard in banking means blackmailing of We the
People to print new money only for the banks, whenever they become insolvent while socializing losses and
privatizing profits for a few legally-secret private hedge funds betting against people using publicly insured
deposits. The safe central banking policy attained in equilibrium is a first-best efficient and unanimously
agreeable resolution of the blackmailing (moral hazard) problem in banking and finance.44
B. Through this research, I saw and then presented in a Citigroup [then Citicorp] meeting with Fed officials in
New York City about surreptitious transgression of the bank foreclosure rule (FDICIA-1991) which is based
on my research with J.F. Dreyfus published in 1989 in the American Finance Association’s flagship Journal
of Finance.45 In the Citigroup meeting, I showed how surreptitious transgression of bank foreclosure rule
socialized losses and privatized profits. The executive vice-president of Citigroup at the meeting was very
angrily told me: “Dr. Acharya, do you want to throw out of the windows?” This enlightened me about the
core of systemic robbery: secret private hedge funds of the privileged held at publicly insured banks. UK
Prime Minister Gordon Brown lost his job soon after expressing in a Washington Post column on October
17, 2008 that the 2008 financial cri sis was due to irresponsible and unaccounted lending of bank loans to
private hedge funds.46
C. The BSR Academy has produced no research on bank regulatory policy based on general equilibrium. This
Academy nevertheless blocked publication of my paper on efficient resolution of moral hazard in banking
without review or by giving irrelevant tangential reasons.47 Their decisions enlightened me about the covert
alliance of BSR Academy with mega banks, which are protected against insolvency by the Federal Reserve
Act of 1913.
D. Fed officials questioned me (during 1991-1995 when I was an economist) to prove existence of moral hazard
in banking but could not provide the relevant legally secret data on trades between mega banks and private
hedge funds. This enlightened me about the Fed being an ally of BSR. The 2008 financial crisis publicly
exposed moral hazard in the banking industry.48 Fed has admitted in 2014 that moral hazard is a serious
problem facing the economy.49 Fed has also admitted in 2014 that its models do not work.50
E. Since I could not submit my research findings directly to Congress as a Fed economist, I resigned from the
Fed in August 1995, though an official in-charge of my section was asked by higher Fed authorities to cutshort his leave to come to my office to convince me to withdraw my resignation. The BSR Academy was
almost sure by then that my research and academic career was finished. They felt that I could not translate to
plain English my math-econ general equilibrium research on efficient resolution of moral hazard in banking.
I too found my mathematical model too abstruse to write in plain English without losing rigor of economics.
F. It took me nearly 8 years of rumination, after leaving the Fed, to write and publish a general equilibriumbased unanimously agreeable safe central banking paper in plain English.51 This paper exposed in a simple
numerical example the shenanigan of privatization of profits and socialization of losses through surreptitious
transgression of the bank foreclosure law via the bank holding structure, perpetrated in connivance with the
Federal Reserve.
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G. In 2003, I submitted my first UAPG research and safe central banking policy proposal52--which I saw then
as necessary to avert an economic doom that I saw then coming--in plain English, directly, to the political
leaders of We the People, for whom UAPG was vital. I thought, correctly, that their fear of losing elections
would force the leaders to formally examine UAPG. UAPG was, thus, indelibly documented in government
records.
H. The BSR Academy could not impeach my research findings without presenting a competing general mathecon equilibrium model which attains BSR in general equilibrium (which is impossible).53
I.

The BSR Academy has not, but I have established credibility with US Congress after enactment of the most
crucial bank foreclosure law in FDICIA-1991, based on general equilibrium research. Such credibility led
even the US Congressional Budget Director to offer me in 1990 a visiting scholar position to craft such
general equilibrium regulatory policies for Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, Ginnie Mae, Sallie Mae, etc. A major
investment bank requested me in April 2010 to retain me as an expert to testify for them before Congressional
investigation bodies, regulatory agencies and courts for substantial money. I asked the investment bank,
rhetorically, why it did not go to the lavishly paid, exalted professors in top universities and what I had of
value to the bank that they did not possess. All major banks paid nearly $200 billion in fines for mortgage
fraud starting in 2011.

J.

The above preemptive, credible and genuine efforts to avert a looming financial crisis, which I saw coming,
led me to catch the Mithya testimony--of BSR Academy which was devoid of research on bank regulatory
policies based on general equilibrium and its Allies (financial industry honchos and regulators)--before the
Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission that no one saw the 2008 financial crisis coming and that this crisis was
caused by Invisible Hand of Adam Smith, ratified by Yale Professor Gary Gorton in a book published by the
Oxford University Press. After my rejoinders, narrated below, the FCIC could not fudge the indelible
government records of my prior communication with Congress since 2003 and with the Federal Reserve,
Robber Barons and BSR Academy since 1989. The FCIC has kept about 300 documents classified (outside
the purview of public), which it should declassify to see how it reached a conclusion in January 2011 that the
BSR Academy and its Allies failed and their failure caused a manmade crisis within a few months of my
rejoinder on Mithya testimonies in 2010.54

K. Data presented later show that the BSR Academy and allied rulers were threatened by the UAPG discovery
in 2009 that BSR was unconstitutional and Adharmaic while UAPG was constitutional and Dharmaic. A
top BSR publisher, Random House Penguin Books, must have been unnerved enough by my discovery to
engage British-born University of Chicago Professor Wendy Doniger to write a book to paint Krishna as an
amoral sexual character.55 This book was crafted, but it failed, to cause commotion in India in order to
denigrate my irrefutable scientific findings that UAPG was consistent with Dharma and modern Constitution.
The BSR Academy’s irrational denigration of the original enunciator of Dharma, Krishna, was an obvious
attempt to undermine propagation of scientific research that has proved Dharma to be UAPG attained in a
rational mathematical model of general equilibrium.56
L. Most enterprising producers do not easily visualize the necessity of supplanting BSR with UAPG, especially
after they lose their wherewithal for survival after bouts of systemic robbery and depend on BSR allies in
government for crumbs. Dharma, however, is deeply ingrained in the genes of 1.3 billion Indians, since
5000 years ago, when organized religions like Islam and Christianity did not exist. Dharma has been now
revived within a modern rational model of general economic equilibrium as UAPG which has been proved
scientifically to be constitutional, unanimously agreeable, stable, efficient and necessary for civilized
52
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coexistence and survival of humanity. Indians and the Indian diaspora worldwide--who have been told
Mithya by the BSR Academy and allies that following Dharma amounted to unenlightened Hindu-religious
idolatry, inconsistent with modern science and rational governance--have now woken up to fathom that such
Mithya of BSR Academy and allies was deliberately designed for robbery of enterprising producers for
centuries during the colonial British Raj and neo-colonial Raj after independence.
M. The BSR Academy and its Allies tried many tricks but failed to blackmail me (sole UAPG author) through
threats and lures like blocking publication of my research, choking my career advancement, making me
unemployed, burning my financial investments, and, ultimately, armed military raids of the UAPG Academy
to eliminate or muzzle me. Their shenanigans simply enlightened me more and more about the importance
of UAPG for civilized coexistence and survival of We the People. I never felt threatened, neither was I lured,
by any of their shenanigans. I persevered for superefficient use of my life’s limited time, which meant to
accurately assess BRS shenanigans to make UAPG unimpeachable and unanimously agreeable by everyone
including the BSR beneficiaries. I knew since 1991 that BSR could not survive because it drained the vitals
and killed the animal spirit of enterprising producers who, ironically, propped the BSR Academy and allied
beneficiaries.
To counter BSR Mithya testimonies before the FCIC of BSR experts, financial industry honchos and regulators, I have
promptly submitted in 2010 rejoinders to the FCIC with the following details:57
1.

2.

That I had shared my research findings-duly in time with top officials of the Federal Reserve as financial
economist (1990-1995)-on efficient resolution of moral hazard, safe central banking and minimum capital
requirement for bank holding companies.
That I had also conveyed dire warnings--about ballooning risk due to multi-tiered leverage in mega bank
holding company capital structure--at top level meetings, attended by top Fed officials and Citicorp [now
Citigroup] executives, during my tenure as financial economist at Fed.

3.

That I had presented in these meetings how the bank foreclosure rule–which was founded on my research
with J.F. Dreyfus published in the Journal of Finance in 198958 and enacted in FDICIA-1991–was being
rampantly transgressed by multi-tier leverage of mega bank holding companies and how such transgression
of minimum bank capital requirement on a consolidated basis socialized losses and privatized profits.

4.

That I had left the Fed in 1995 to write my general equilibrium model and policies in plain English with all
the rigors of economics in memos and papers.

5.

That I had then submitted a memo and paper on safe central banking policy proposal directly to US Congress
in 200359 to preemptively avert a looming crisis that I saw then coming. The US government had to adopt
my 2003 policy proposals, though on an ad hoc basis, to stem the domino of crashing markets in 2008.

6.

That I had also submitted warnings to President Bush and Congressional leaders in January 2005 about
recurrence of Great Depression due to the mega Ponzi Scheme of mega bank holdings companies with
epicenter at the Federal Reserve. News reports show that the Bush Administration took many concrete actions
consistent with this memo.

A few months after submission of my rejoinder, the FCIC closed its hearings and wrote its findings in its final report
released in January 2011 stating that failure of financial industry honchos and top government regulators as well as of
their gurus in BSR Academy (not unspecified god or nature or irrational, unethical or immoral behavior) caused the
2008 manmade (avoidable) crisis.60
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The FCIC findings are significant. But they camouflage the real destroyers of enterprising producers’ estimated $20
trillion of hard-earned wealth and 9 million good paying jobs in the 2008 financial catastrophe. The real destroyers
are the BSR Academy and allied Rulers (political leaders and regulators).61 They have deliberately established BSR
as a legalized system (rules and policies) of robbery with impunity. The fact that no Robber Baron or allied political
leader was penalized for the mega robbery exposed in 2008 proves that BSR is perfectly designed legalized system of
robbery. The BSR Academy-controlled journals deliberately block publication of research, such as UAPG, which
shows unambiguously how BSR rules facilitate surreptitious legalized systemic robbery of the type that was exposed
publicly in 2008. These journals would obviously not publish UAPG rules that could (if enacted preemptively) avert
periodic losses of hard-earned wealth of enterprising producers.
The FCIC deliberately suppressed publication of the truth that BSR is designed to pick a few privileged Robber Barons
and allied rulers (presidents and regulators) to helm the established system of governance and BSR Academy to
perpetuate legalized robbery of vast majority of enterprising producers without the latter ever knowing the alternative
unanimously agreeable system of governance that would preclude such robbery. This is why I have lately filed a
Public Interest Litigation before the Supreme Court of the United States.62
Despite the Nobel Memorial Prizes on Economic Sciences, the BSR Academy and its embedded media outlets have
been frightened by the published FCIC findings which convey that political leaders were indeed aware of UAPG rules
since 2003 (if not earlier) and adopted some UAPG rules–like safe central banking and minimum capital requirement
on a consolidated basis for bank holding companies–to stem the domino of crashing markets in 2008.63
The US government should declassify about 300 documents that the FCIC has kept as classified (beyond the purview
of public). Only then will We the People know how the FCIC made its unprecedented findings (within a few months
of my rejoinders64) that the real culprits of the 2008 financial catastrophe were the BSR gurus and their chosen
disciples anointed as heads of banks and central bank, not some Invisible Hand, Random Liquidity or Credit Crunch,
Irrational-Unethical-Immoral Behavior or Unspecified Nature or God.

IV. Armed Military Raid of UAPG Academy by BSR Rulers
The BSR Academy and allied rulers must have seen UAPG as the most potent threat to their survival to prompt the
BSR-propped Sonia Gandhi Administration in India to use the Central Bureau of Investigation and Central Reserve
Police Force to raid twice the UAPG Academy--located in Bhanjanagar, Ghumusar, Odisha, India--on January 23-24,
2011.
As I started writing this paper, I searched for potential triggers for the military raids of the UAPG Academy. Facts
show that the military raids of the UAPG Academy happened following dissemination among global leaders including President Obama, members of US Congress and Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission – of several important
research-based memos on the following:
a)

Moral hazard due to artificial creation of fiat currency, which amounted to surreptitious blackmailing and
systemic robbery of enterprising producers whose produce and service is priced by such currency, dated
November 8, 2010.65

b) Rejoinder submitted to the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission, dated May 4, 2010, 66 challenging the BSR
Academy and Allies that the 2008 crisis was not an act of Invisible Hand, as they testified before FCIC, but
was manmade due to their failure to adopt my policy proposals submitted to Congress since 2003, which the
US Congress adopted to stem the domino of crashing markets in 2008.67 During this time, a major investment
bank had requested me (through a third-party) to testify before congressional bodies, regulatory agencies and
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courts for substantial monetary compensation. When I asked why a major investment bank would not choose
celebrity experts from top universities that University of Illinois at Chicago was not, there was no answer. I
had answered that only my bank regulatory policy proposals, based on general equilibrium, had been adopted
by Congress and that the value of my expert testimony to the investment bank was nil, unless I retracted my
constitutional-UAPG, which I, of course, would not do for any amount of money.
c)

Unconstitutionality of blind academic reviews, dated October 8, 2010.68

d) Unconstitutionality of US laws, dated October 18, 2010.69
e)

“Constitutional System of Money and Finance,” March-September, 2010. This shows unconstitutionality of
BSR and constitutionality of UAPG. This paper was invited and published in the Journal of Financial
Transformation (2013) which claims to have 18 Nobel Laureates as Authors.

Simultaneously, I had also submitted many credible memos to the Indian government against opening up BSR
Academy campuses at the behest of universities like Harvard, Yale, Cambridge, Oxford. These protest memos must
have been accepted by the Indian bureaucracy–for whose independence I had preemptively and successfully lobbied
since 2005–to not acquiesce with the wishes of Harvard, Oxford and Cambridge graduates, who were politically ruling
the roost in the Sonia Gandhi Administration in 2011. A letter to Prime Minister of India, dated January 17, 2011,
details such successes of the sole author of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma. This must have frightened the BSR
Academy and Allies. The only powerful weapon that the Sonia Gandhi Administration had against advance of
constitutional-UAPG-Dharma in India, as of January 2011, was a caged Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI). The
UAPG Academy in Ghumusar was militarily raided by the Central Reserve Police Force under CBI command with
connivance of the Odisha state Administration on January 23-24, 2011, potentially, to blackmail me at gun-point to
abandon my pursuits for spreading UAPG. I had left the UAPG Academy for prescheduled teaching in USA a few
days before the raids.70
After the UAPG Academy was raided, I had submitted a proposal to the Director of Indian Institute of Technology
(Bhubaneswar) on January 10, 2012 to establish a School of First-best Governance of Public and Private Enterprises,
after I presented the proposal in a conference at the IIT campus on December 29, 2011. The IIT Director had
responded: “It was pleasure having you with us on 29th December. Let me wish you belated Happy New Year 2012. I have
received your proposal and am going through it. Let me discuss it with my colleagues and they should be on board for taking it
forward. I will revert back to you on the same shortly.” The IIT Director did not get back to me. My inference now is
that the IIT Director might have submitted his proposal to the HRD Ministry headed by Harvard graduate Mr. Kapil
Sibal. Mr. Sibal was in the forefront of starting Indian campuses for universities like Harvard and Yale. I had
submitted my protests against BSR academies opening in India to Dr. Manmohan Singh. I knew that Dr. Manmohan
Singh forwarded my memos to concerned departments.
My preemptive move (since 2005) to make Indian bureaucracy independent must have emboldened HRD bureaucrats
to consider, seriously, my protest against Harvard and Yale opening BSR Academy in India to not acquiesce with Mr.
Sibal’s contrary move. Mr. Sibal and his ilk in SGA must have been angry enough to teach me a lesson by contriving
ways to paint me as a “suspected extremist-terrorist.” The IIT could then be dissuaded from establishing an anti-BSR
Academy based on a proposal from a “suspected criminal.”
The only strategy of BSR-propped Sonia Gandhi Administration to discredit constitutional-UAPG-Dharma was to
somehow brand me as a radical Hindu Terrorist based on planted incriminating evidence through whatever means
68
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available, under the command of the CBI, which then was a caged parrot under Home Minister, Harvard graduate,
Mr. P. Chidambaram. A top BSR publication, The Economist on December 1, 2012, had prescribed Mr. Chidambaram
to be the next SGA prime minister of India.71 This might be the carrot from British advisers of SGA dangling on Mr.
Chidambaram to permit of the militarily raid of UAPG Academy.
Some professors of BSR Academy in USA in 2010 had called my research radical, to which I had responded that
academically radical meant “fundamental, seminal, unprecedented, nonpareil and peerless.” I had also widely
circulated (since 2009) a radical research paper written on triumph of Dharma-UAPG-Constitution over BSR, which
I submitted to the Journal of Indian Council of Philosophical Research (most likely) on February 5, 2012. My decision
to submit this paper to JICPR was strategic: to separate those inclined towards Dharma-UAPG-Constitution from
adherents of Adharm-BSR-Unconstitutionality in GSA. As of 2012, the titular prime minister of India, Dr. Manmohan
Singh, had little power in GSA. My JICPR submission could not be a trigger for the raids because it could be rejected
by the head of ICPR, Dr. Mrinal Miri, a Cambridge U graduate, a Rajya Sabha member associated with GSA.
The trigger for the military raids of the UAPG Academy on January 23-24, 2011 (to eliminate, incarcerate or
muzzle me) must be the immense triumph in nonviolent war waged against BSR by rapid discovery, dissemination
and acceptance of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma, which became the basis of the Financial Crisis Inquiry
Commission findings made in late 2010 (released in January 2011).72 The FCIC report squarely blames the BSR
Academy and Allies for their failure [in accepting UAPG on time] and for causing the avoidable (manmade, not
Invisible Hand caused) financial catastrophe of 2008.
Routine CRPF raids to search for terrorists (I have seen none near the UAPG Academy) do not accompany a CBI
official. The only goal of the CBI-led military raids must be to blackmail me at gun-point to stop spreading
constitutional-UAPG-Dharma; this could be done by threatening to brand me as a Radical Hindu Terrorist with
planted incriminating evidence. Someone in Mr. Arnab Goswami’s show on RepublicTV on November 3, 2017
actually mentioned Hindu-Brahmin-RSS Terrorism is more deadly than other forms of terror.
The original source of coining Hindu-Brahmin-RSS Terrorism must be British. The British Raj had militarily raided
in 1754 the same Ghumusar kingdom, where Brahmins (including my ancestors) composed nonpareil literature for
spreading Dharma. Those raided then were not radical Hindu Brahmin Terrorists. The 2011 military raids of UAPG
Academy found nothing incriminating (if they found anything I would not be alive now) because both I and UAPG
are unimpeachably nonviolent and constitutional, seeking civilized coexistence and survival of humanity. That I
happen to be a Hindu Brahmin is incidental.
I had left India a few days before the 2011 military raids of the UAPG Academy for pre-scheduled teaching in USA,
and so could not be, providentially, blackmailed by the raiders pointing a gun at me to force me to cease propagation
of UAPG. I promptly wrote to US President Obama, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh and Odisha state Chief Minister
about this event. I also wrote to President Obama subsequently (2013) about how UAPG was a unique basis of
enhancing USA-India relationship, which must have prompted him to remove the then American ambassador to India
and to extend a warm welcome to the rising prime ministerial candidate, Mr. Narendra Modi, who has been a proponent
of UAPG and Dharma.73
Circumstantial evidence indicates that the raids of the UAPG Academy were prompted by British authorities behind
BSR, who have, through MI6 and spy robots, monitored my writings and journal submissions, and hacked my
computer to delete my correspondence with the Cambridge University economics editor, cancelled my invited prescheduled presentation at Cambridge University, and so on.
After the fiasco of January 2011 military raids by the Sonia Gandhi Administration coordinated with Odisha State
Administration, UK authorities invited Odisha Chief Minister Mr. Naveen Patnaik to England in May 2012: “British
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government [had] unprecedented ‘cloak and dagger’ secrecy over a meeting between Odisha chief minister Naveen Patnaik
and Britain’s secretary of state for international development Andrew Mitchell in London last week.... Before Patnaik hurriedly
left for India on Wednesday (May 30) — cutting short his visit by a day to quell a rebellion by party men — he met Mitchell
on Tuesday (May 29). But details of the discussions are being withheld by the Department for International Development
(DFID), which describes the meeting as ‘private’.”
DFID had been funding development programs in Odisha. Yet, Mr. Patnaik had never visited a foreign country during
his 12 years as chief minister of Odisha, until May 2012. I had promptly sent to Mr. Patnaik an email during his UK
visit indicating that the UK authorities could create some secret hedge fund for him if he cooperated in demolishing
me and my UAPG Academy and that such action would be contrary to what his father stood for. Mr. Patnaik perhaps
did not agree with UK authorities. Did any such disagreement lead BSR proponents in India to replace Mr. Patnaik
with Mr. Pyari Mohan Mahapatra as CM of Odisha by making Rs.100’s of crores available for horse-trading of state
legislators? Mr. Patnaik cut his UK visit short soon after the coup by his long-time confidant, Mr. Pyari Mohan
Mahapatra. The coup against Mr.Patnaik was foiled, providentially, perhaps because of his tacit acceptance of UAPG,
based on all my memos received by him. Mr. Mahapatra had relentlessly tried to block my establishment in Odisha
by fearing that Mr. Patnaik got unusually closer to my ideas and policy proposals for development after I had a cordial
meeting with the CM at the state secretariat in 2003. Mr. Mahapatra’s son most likely was working in UK in 2012,
after his education there.
That the BSR-backed Sonia Gandhi Administration was deeply unnerved was obvious to me when Mr. Sam Pitroda
(a close associate of Mrs. Sonia Gandhi) came unusually to give a talk at the University of Illinois in Chicago in early
May 2013. Top functionaries from India rarely, if at all, visit second-tier universities in USA. I did not attend Mr.
Pitroda’s talk at UIC. Later in May 2013, I and my wife traveled to the UAPG Academy in Bhanjanagar, Odisha
during the summer vacation (mid-May to mid-August, 2013). During my stay in 2013 at the UAPG Academy, a top
CRPF commander, Mr. Sinha, based in Jammu and Kashmir, came with a request for a personal meeting within my
private residence in the UAPG Academy. I told Mr. Sinha that he ought to show me a search warrant to enter my
residence. Mr. Sinha was extremely polite; he did not have the CRPF uniform, but came in an official SUV with
aides. I was then unkempt and indistinguishable from staff working at the UAPG Academy, yet Mr. Sinha told that I
was some ‘bigwig’ living in a rural area near Bhanjanagar. His assessment of me as a ‘bigwig’ prompted me to infer
that he was dispatched by the real bigwigs in Sonia Gandhi Administration. He might have come to veer me towards
SGA.
These attempts by bigwigs in SGA corroborate Mr. Rahul Gandhi’s willy-nilly admission in a University of Berkeley
speech on September 12, 2017 that sometime in 2012, his party (Indian National Congress) lost the vision that India
had followed until 2010.74 The SGA followed many serious UAPG proposals during 2004-2010. Mr. Rahul Gandhi
even reflected my memo on no-subsidy mantra of governance and public funding of elections in a rare parliament
speech on August 26, 2011.75
The only reason for why SGA could make a U-turn on UAPG vision for India in early 2011 and to decide to raid the
UAPG Academy militarily on January 23, 2011 must be pressure from the BSR Academy and Allies to block, by hook
or by crook, propagation of scientific constitutional-UAPG-Dharma. The SGA could have subsequently blocked a
credible move by IIT-Bhubaneswar Director, Professor Chakravorty, to establish a (UAPG) School of Governance of
Public and Private Enterprises in IIT campus, based on my proposal, as per his email letter sent to me on January 10,
2012. Professor Chakravorty might have proposed to the HRD for funding of this school. Alternatively, BSR spies
might have accessed my email (which I know they monitor) to communicate the grave threat to BSR due to UAPG
coming in a top Indian university to Mr. Kapil Sibal, a Harvard graduate, who was then the HRD Minister, and to Mr.
P. Chidambaram, a Harvard graduate, who was then Home Minister.
Mr. Chidambaram was recommended to be the next prime minister of India by a top BSR magazine, The Economist,
in on December 1, 2012. Mr. Sibal, Mr. Chidambaram and others in SGA must have been angry with me for
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submitting persuasive memos to Dr. Manmohan Singh, Prime Minister of India, against opening of BSR Academy’s
campuses in India by universities like Harvard and Yale. The Indian bureaucracy-whose independence I lobbied
successfully for in 2005-would have been dead-opposed the SGA move to open BSR Academy campuses; this was
clear from the fact that foreign university campuses did not open in India.
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh of SGA had actually acted on many serious policy proposals submitted by me since
2004 until about 2011. Dr. Manmohan Singh’s power was, however, curtailed by BSR-SGA bigwigs by early 2011,
after they were unnerved by the relentless advance of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma in India, especially after my
proposal to link everyone’s private assets to a mandatory unique individual identification called Aadhar. Aadhar
actually stemmed from my relentless goading of the Indian government to transfer subsidies directly to beneficiaries
to prevent looting of an estimated 85% of funds by indolent middle-men. The BSR-SGA genuinely feared about being
uprooted due to a rapid spread of UAPG in India.
The BSR-SGA shenanigans were, however, preemptively thwarted by at least six years in 2005, when I almost surely
noticed SGA was pushing the Naveen Patnaik Administration of Odisha (a) to dissociate Mr. Patnaik’s BJD Party
from its then ally, Bharatiya Janata Party, which subscribed to Dharma-UAPG-Constitutionality and (b) to block
rooting of the UAPG Academy in Odisha. The BJD actually broke up from its 9-year alliance with BJP in 2009. Here
are my preemptive steps:
1.

To redress BSR shenanigans in India, I privately met the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of India in New
Delhi at his residence in 2006, after a few months of his retirement, to ask him why he did not consider my
Public Interest Litigation on BSR submitted to him when he was in office.76 It took me about fifteen minutes
to convince the most venerable justice of India that the Supreme Court should, even unprecedentedly,
consider cases on fundamentally unfair executive economic policy of the Union Cabinet headed by the Prime
Minister. The Supreme Court, subsequently, heard and decreed against a plethora of fundamentally unfair
economic policies of the Prime Minister that the media painted as Coal Scam, 2G Scam, 3G Scam, Landgrab Scam, etc. This led to an India Against Corruption movement under a Gandhian leader, Mr. Anna
Hazare.

2.

In May 2013, I wrote to the president of Rastriya Syamsevak Sangh (RSS) to sway the BJP bigwigs to choose
the incorruptible Gujarat Chief Minister Narendra Modi as the party’s prime ministerial candidate for the
2014 election. The BJP bigwigs were reluctant, but ultimately conceded due to their own inclination to adopt
UAPG-Dharma presented by a selfless author.77 The rise of Mr. Narendra Modi is phenomenal for India as
well as for the world because UAPG-Dharma-Constitutionality is the only option for civilized coexistence
and survival of humanity.78

3. The RSS seemed so convinced by the necessity of UAPG-Dharma for civilized co-existence of humanity
that its cadres worked relentlessly in USA to vote for Mr. Donald J. Trump in 2016 with a slogan “Isbar
Trump Sarkar.” As a result, 60% of Hindu Americans voted for Mr. Trump, as opposed to about 16% voting
for a Republican presidential candidate in earlier elections. This unprecedented Hindu vote concentrated in
suburban areas as well as a rapid spread of UAPG among Americans (with growing mistrust for the
Clintons79) might have tilted the balance in favor of Mr. Trump.

V. Unique constitutional-UAPG-Dharma Trump Strategy
This section presents a unique strategy based on constitutional-UAPG-Dharma for President Trump to enhance own
family wealth and political stature among We the People by financially and politically decimating his opponents, as
this strategy makes the U.S. economy stable, efficient and fundamentally fair and enviable worldwide.
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To determine this strategy, rationally, find out the potential opponents of an enterprising producer like President
Trump: indolent usurpers including the BSR Academy and Allies. Observe that the widespread constitutional-UAPGDharma has decimated the established unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma and frightened the BSR Academy and Allies.
The expectation to suppress constitutional-UAPG-Dharma by BSR-media and publishers has been dashed. The hope
that no one would ever notice constitutional-UAPG-Dharma if BSR-media did not publish UAPG until I died naturally
or am eliminated in midnight military raids remained unfilled. The BSR Academy and Allies have been crushed as
follows:


First, the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission factually found that failure of BSR Academy and Allies, not
some unspecified Invisible Hand, caused the 2008 financial crisis, contrary to their testimonies. This was
possible due to credible facts submitted by the sole UAPG author.



Second, the 2016 U.S. presidential candidate Mrs. Hilary Clinton, propped by BSR, tried in a public speech
on October 12, 2015 but failed to suppress the above factual FCIC finding. Mrs. Clinton claimed her BSR
Academic experts briefed her that the 2008 financial crisis was caused by shadow banking. Mrs. Clinton
must have been shocked by my prompt widely-circulated rejoinder dated October 18, 2015 that she was
deliberately fudging the factual FCIC findings at the behest of the same BSR Academic experts whose failure,
according to FCIC, caused the 2008 financial crisis.80



Third, Mr. Donald Trump campaigned against the establishment by promising such things as reinstatement
of that part of the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933, which separated trading by investment banks from federally
insured commercial banks. This part of the GSA was repealed in 1999 by President Bill Clinton leading to
two terrible market crashes in 2001 and 2008. Senator McCain lost his presidential bid in 2008, potentially,
for promising to reinstate this part of GSA. President Trump also promised to eliminate healthcare subsidies,
consistent with UAPG-mantra of no subsidies in governance.81 Mr. Trump’s opponents painted him as Hitler,
and impugned his character. Yet, he won the 2016 contest, perhaps because his voters believed that he would
adopt UAPG rules by undoing the established BSR.

President Trump has not, however, uttered a word to reinstate the provision of the Glass-Steagall Act mentioned above
(and I have informed him that this should not be his strategy), though he has issued an executive order to eliminate
healthcare subsidies, which were supported by BSR-backed rulers, according to constitutional-UAPG-Dharma.
Whatever President Trump has done so far cannot certainly frighten the establishment. Also, BSR laws are not easy
to repeal anytime soon. Neither can such actions enhance his wealth dramatically.
To infer what might really frighten the BSR Academy and Allies, notice the insinuation of BSR-media that President
Trump might compromise American interests and democratic value by colluding with Russia, such as, defeating
BSR-backed Mrs. Clinton in the 2016 election. Defeating a BSR-backed candidate cannot undermine American
interests. The BSR-media must be implying that the best interest of America is the same as that of the BSR Academy
and Allies. This is false.
But such insinuation and implication reveal that BSR Academy and Allies know (as I do) of the unique strategy based
on constitutional-UAPG-Dharma that President Trump can adopt flawlessly to enormously enhance his own family
wealth and political stature among We the People by financially and politically decimating his opponents, while
making the U.S. economy stable, efficient, fundamentally fair and enviable worldwide.
This constitutional-UAPG-Dharma strategy for President Trump is to have his family and friends acquire
a large chunk of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac shares, like many hedge funds have done, and do not
interfere or have the Congress interfere with the independent Federal Home Financing Agency in (a)
making constitutionally valid decisions on allowing Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to retain all their profits
for recapitalization, (b) asking the Treasury Department to return all unconstitutionally usurped Fannie-
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Freddie profits and to liquidate the senior preferred stocks that were forcibly issued by Fannie and Freddie
to the Treasury, and (c) releasing them from their conservatorship.
The above constitutional-UAPG-Dharma strategy is antithetic to the unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma of short-selling82
Fannie and Freddie stocks before confiscating the companies under conservatorship for eventual usurpation of their
$5 trillion of mortgage assets by private mega bank holding companies holding secret hedge funds to privatize profits
and socialize losses with impunity. The above constitutional-UAPG-Dharma strategy is also efficient and stable for
the economy, while the unconstitutional-UAPG-Adharma is inefficient and unstable. The risk to wealth of your family
and friends (if they purchase Fannie and Freddie shares) is that the independent FHFA might not take constitutionally
valid decisions. But such risk has been always imposed on We the People by mandarins of unconstitutional-BSRAdharma. These mandarins and others may lose due to the constitutional decisions of an independent FHFA because
of their prior short interests in Fannie and Freddie stock. Short-interests in Fannie and Freddie stocks represent bets
against the American enterprising producers who are likely to be mortgage borrowers. The negative bets against
American enterprising producers is intended to unconstitutionally transfer Fannie-Freddie mortgage lending business
to BSR banks for levying unconstitutional usurious interest rates on mortgage borrowers. This analysis is independent
of Fannie and Freddie holdings by anyone anywhere in the world.
US lawmakers can now profit by trading stocks of companies while they frame unconstitutional laws that guarantee
profits from their trades. Why do lawmakers pass unconstitutional laws? Investors own securities by presuming that
constitutional laws would protect them. Unconstitutional laws spring negative surprises for such investments.
Knowing this, lawmakers and their friends take negative bets on stocks of companies before enacting unconstitutional
laws that guarantee decimation values of those costs. This generates easy profits through unconstitutional laws at a
huge cost to the long term owners of those stocks. This analysis bears testimony of numerous unconstitutional laws
passed by Congress over more than a century.83 I have filed a public interest litigation in the Supreme Court of USA
to offer judgment against such unconstitutional rules of law.84 I doubt, though, that the Supreme Court will judge on
my PIL.
Here is how unconstitutional privilege, power and prosperity is bestowed by unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma on a few
indolent BSR-Allies to systemically rob enterprising producers with impunity and to use a part of the robbed wealth
to disadvantage, denigrate and demolish BSR opponents like the constitutional-UAPG-Dharma author:


The Federal Reserve Act of 1913 has been foisted on We the People to protect mega bank holding companies
against bankruptcy through periodic infusion of new Fed funds and to have these mega BHCs maintain legally
secret private hedge funds for the privileged BSR Allies. The mega BHCs legally bet against unprivileged
enterprising producers to privatize and preserve profits at these privileged secret hedge funds. The BSR Allies
include political patrons and Academic gurus who are glib and willing to brainwash We the People with Mithya
that some unspecified Invisible Hand causes periodic robbery of enterprising producers that the established
unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma is the best system of governance available to mankind. To continue this
unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma, the BSR Academy and Allies have an elaborate process of surreptitiously
suppressing publicity of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma by clandestinely harassing and threatening the sole
UAPG author with military raids of his UAPG Academy. The unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma has so-far
blackmailed (created moral hazard) for every secret private hedge fund holder and lured other vocal opponents
into submission, while harassing and then eliminating recalcitrant opponents like the sole UAPG author
unwilling to be lured or blackmailed by such secret private hedge funds.



This is why US Congressional leaders and President Bush must have agreed in 2008 to bailout the insolvent
mega BHCs by (i) injecting new Fed funds and tax dollars, (ii) systemic robbery of other privately chartered
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banks, pension plans, mutual funds and individual investments, and (iii) confiscation of two equity-rich (highly
solvent) gigantic privately chartered mortgage lenders, Fannie and Freddie, for eventual transfer of their highly
profitable $5 trillion mortgage lending business to the mega BHCs in order to perpetuate unconstitutional-BSRAdharma to benefit the privileged secret private hedge fund owners. The US Congress and President Obama
made these mega BHCs systemically important in the new Dodd-Frank Act of 2010, thus reinvigorating the
unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma of surreptitious subjugation of We the People. The Obama Administration also
unconstitutionally decreed in August 2012 to confiscate all remaining equity and future profits of Fannie and
Freddie to consummate the process of systemic robbery of their mortgage lending business by mega BHCS to
let the latter be free to charge usurious interest rates on mortgage borrowers.


The worst fear of an individual is blackmailing. Deliverance from blackmailing (moral hazard) is a unique path
to liberty. Yet, top political leaders have chosen to be blackmailed via secret private hedge funds to sign on rules
of robbery of enterprising producers with impunity. Why? They had counted on perpetuation of Mithya of
unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma and on enjoying the indolently robbed wealth freely. They now dread exposure
of Mithya of unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma due to relentless propagation of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma.
Their dread of the UAPG author for such exposure is frightening enough to harass him and even militarily raid
his UAPG Academy. They naturally dread President Trump of USA or Prime Minister Modi of India for
treading on any step towards constitutional-UAPG-Dharma. The dread should be Mithya of unconstitutionalBSR-Adharma, not exposure of this Mithya by inevitable propagation of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma for
civilized coexistence and survival of humanity. This reality cannot be altered by eliminating the sole author of
constitutional-UAPG-Dharma or by replacing presidents and prime ministers. In fact, the unexpected changes
in presidents and prime ministers worldwide since 2008 reflects volition of We the People to be governed by
constitutional-UAPG-Dharma by jettisoning unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma.

The privileged BSR Academy and Allies dread that President Trump will undo the unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma with
potential support from foreign countries like Russia, China, India and his American supporters. That Russia might
have some secret to blackmail President Trump to compromise American interests is not a credible fear for the BSR
Academy and Allies because a president compromising American interests can be impeached.
Russia creating a secret hedge fund with ownership in Fannie and Freddie stocks for Trump family and friends is
constitutional even if the fund gains from independent FHFA decisions concerning Fannie and Freddie, as long as
such decisions are constitutional and beneficial for the US economy. The BSR Academy and Allies will dread such
private hedge fund if they hold bets against Fannie and Freddie stocks with a surreptitious understanding to shut the
companies down unconstitutionally. It is because President Trump cannot oppose constitutionally any constitutionally
valid independent FHFA decision on Fannie and Freddie, which may constitutionally elevate his family wealth and
political standing for not opposing constitutionally valid decisions, but ruin his opponents financially and politically.
A hedge fund owning Fannie and Freddie stocks is a positive bet on America. It will be a constitutional and desirable
bet on America if one can prove that preservation of privately-chartered, government-regulated mortgage lenders is
constitutional and needed for efficiency and stability of the economy. Such a proof is offered in my paper on general
equilibrium among coalitions of borrowers and lenders.85 Investments in Fannie and Freddie stock (including secret
hedge funds) are positive bets for American enterprising borrowers-producers. Such bets are constitutional, efficient
and stable for the US. BSR Allies’ negative unconstitutional bets are inefficient and unstable for the US economy.
Any negative bet against the US economy will be seen by We the People as anti-American or anti-national.86
If the independent Federal Home Financing Agency takes a constitutional decision in the best interests of USA, he
will free Fannie and Freddie from their current conservatorship and let them build their capitals based on their retained
profits. Such independent FHFA decision will (and should) have nothing to do with long or short positions of investors
85
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including private hedge funds. President Trump or Russia or his American supporters or anyone cannot be accused
of becoming wealthy constitutionally while serving the best American interests. It is only when an executive
(including the President) takes an action to enhance his self-interest by undermining the best interests and constitution
of USA, can he be impugned for conflicts of interest. Owners of these stocks (including any hedge fund) will see
enhancement in their wealth, constitutionally from independent FHFA’s constitutional decisions. They will also be
seen by the public as serving the best interests of USA. If the BSR Academy and Allies hold negative bets (shortsales) on Fannie and Freddie stocks, constitutional decisions by independent FHFA will make them lose both
financially and politically, if their negative bets are publicly exposed.
Point: Why should the privileged BSR Academy and Allies–who are used to secret hedge funds for
themselves–dread one such fund for President Trump? What sort of Russian hedge fund could frighten BSR
Academy and Allies? To be dreadful, the Russian hedge fund ought to have bets opposite of the bets of BSR
Academy and Allies. If the positive bet of this hedge fund succeeds, the BSR Academy and Allies will lose not only
financially due to their negative bets against the enterprising producers. They will also be wiped out politically
because of publicity of their negative bets against the vast majority of enterprising producers.
Truth: Positive bets for enterprising producers, e.g., holdings of Fannie and Freddie stocks are not only
constitutional, but also economically efficient and stable because these producers prop even the BSR
Academy and Allies. Negative bets, e.g., short-sold Fannie and Freddie stocks, of the BSR Academy and
Allies against interests of enterprising producers, though legal, are unconstitutional.87 The negative bets are
unanimously disagreeable, economically inefficient, unstable and detrimental to civilized coexistence and
survival of humanity. This truth, spreading via UAPG, could be President Trump’s link with his American
supporters as well as Russians, Chinese and other foreigners who might be having positive bets on America
like ownership of Fannie and Freddie stocks. The real source of dread of the BSR Academy and Allies:
exposure of self-serving Mithya of unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma and selfless dissemination of truth of
constitutional-UAPG-Dharma.
To express credible conviction that constitutional-UAPG-Dharma will eventually supplant constitutional-BSRAdharma, I have purchased a modest number of shares of Fannie stock when they were dumped. President Trump
seems to be fast taking USA in the UAPG path by (i) eliminating unanimously disagreeable, unconstitutional and
inefficient subsidies from the Affordable Healthcare Act,88 (ii) shrinking the government, (iii) easing withdrawal of
potential GOP short-sellers of Fannie and Freddie stocks from US Congress, etc.
This section presents rational inference based on observed events in this regard.
Ramification of unconstitutional and economically inefficient and socially destabilizing steps of the BSR Academy
and Allies could be frightening them:
1.

The Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission has found that BSR Academic pundits, and their disciples heading
large financial institutions and regulatory agencies failed and their failure caused a manmade crisis in 2008,
which wiped out $20 trillion of hard-earned wealth and 9 million good paying jobs, leading to an epidemic
of opioid overuse, suicide and mass shooting. There was no criminal charge against any individual whose
failure caused the crisis according to FCIC. This means the failed individuals were protected by laws
governing banks and markets. The laws are, therefore, responsible for the crisis. These laws constitute the
BSR,89 which I have proved as unconstitutional.90

2.

In addition to the gargantuan direct losses, the BSR laws have led to the biggest unconstitutional heist of
mankind, involving usurpation of $5 trillion of mortgage assets of two privately chartered financial
institutions, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Fannie and Freddie were rich in their private shareholder equity
before they were unconstitutionally confiscated in 2008 to bailout nearly bankrupt mega banks. In addition,
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Fannie and Freddie were used as conduits for funneling $187 billion of taxpayer funds from the Treasury
Department to mega banks. This was all done with Mithya propaganda of BSR Academic pundits, allied
media and politicians that Fannie and Freddie caused the 2008 financial crisis leading to their takeover under
conservatorship. The Mithya unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma was exposed in September 2012, when the
Obama Administration decreed to usurp all Fannie and Freddie profits and to drain their equity after reversing
the write off in 2008, which was ostensibly designed then to make them look bankrupt to facilitate their
unconstitutional confiscation under conservatorship.

91
92

3.

The Obama Administration has said in court papers that global markets would be disrupted if Fannie and
Freddie were released from government conservatorship. This obviously means that the mega US banks–
maintaining legally secret private hedge fund accounts of BSR rulers and allies–would become bankrupt
again, jeopardizing these accounts like in 2008. There is no public support for another massive bailout. This
could happen only if these banks and their legally secret private hedge funds have massively short-sold
Fannie and Freddie stocks, by which they could lock in huge profits if their expectation that BSR rulers would
decree on shutting down Fannie and Freddie could be realized. BSR lawmakers have frequently threatened
to shut down Fannie and Freddie by introducing various draft legislations. Shutting down Fannie and Freddie
would allow BSR allies to book the massive profits from such systemic robbery (short-selling) with impunity
without being required to cover those short-sale obligations.91 These banks and secret hedge funds would
otherwise be required to purchase Fannie and Freddie shares at enormously large prices (after Fannie and
Freddie are released from conservatorship) that could cause $100’s of billions of losses to these banks that
could wipe out the secret hedge funds.

4.

BSR Academy has promoted to its allied rulers to confiscate Fannie and Freddie in 2008 and to transfer their
equities to publicly insured privately chartered mega banks where they hold legally secret hedge fund
accounts. Fannie and Freddie have $5 trillion in assets, which are mortgage loans made to enterprising
producers. BSR Academy and allied rulers conspired in 2008 to confiscate this massive business for private
banks for immediate profits and to collect, perpetually, usurious interest rates on robbed capitals to be shared
with the legally secret private hedge funds. Media reports then showed that BSR rulers also wanted to default
on the $1 trillion investment by Russia and China in US-government insured mortgage-backed securities for
funding Fannie and Freddie loans made to enterprising producers. As soon China threatened to end the global
financial order for any default on their guaranteed holdings in early September 2008, the US government
paid off $1 trillion to both China and Russia and then took over Fannie and Freddie under conservatorship in
the same month.

5.

The Obama Administration definitely acted to shut down Fannie and Freddie by decreeing for Treasury
takeover of all Fannie-Freddie profits through a Net-Worth Sweep signed in August 2012. I have promptly
written to President Obama that his Administration’s NWS was contrary to his publicly-stated mission of
helping middle-class. Fannie and Freddie profits represented the difference between interests paid by
mortgage borrowers and cost of funds and operations of the two financing companies. Fannie-Freddie profits
thus belong to home mortgage borrowers and they should be retained by companies to avert risk to borrowers
as well as taxpayers.

6.

The shenanigans of BSR Academy and allied rulers were, however, checkmated in April 2013, when I could
develop a general equilibrium model to show that government-regulated private mortgage lenders like Fannie
and Freddie were necessary for economic stability, efficiency and constitutionality.92 After I wrote a memo
on this to President Obama, Fannie and Freddie stocks rose 20 times within a month (May 2013).

7.

The Obama Administration might have been frightened enough by my research finding of May 2013 and a
subsequent memo in August 2013 to remove crucial officials including Chief Economic Advisor Larry
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Summers who had pushed for eliminating Fannie and Freddie without any general equilibrium policy
research and who was already chosen by President Obama as his top choice to head the Federal Reserve.
8.

In any case, the fact that President Obama did not release Fannie and Freddie from conservatorship and did
not stop the unconstitutional NWS means obviously that he was willy-nilly allied with the BSR Academy
and allied rulers (in both political parties in USA).

9.

The BSR Academy and allies are now frightened by a president inclined to adopt UAPG rules on Fannie and
Freddie as well as other economic policies. President Trump’s proclivity towards UAPG is indicated by his
adoption of no-subsidy mantra in governance of healthcare by signing an executive order to withdraw
subsidies to Affordable Care Act recipients.93 This accentuates the dread of the BSR Academy and its allies
about adoption of UAPG policy for recapitalizing and releasing Fannie and Freddie from conservatorship.
That the Trump Administration wants to release Fannie and Freddie from conservatorship has been
pronounced the current Treasury Secretary. This will amount to UAPG’s deadliest jolt to the BSR Swamp.

10. A hedge fund comprising positive bets on enterprising American producers is like my own living in jungle
near my native place (Bhanjanagar, Ghumusar, India)-after serious attempts were made to purge me from
the BSR Academy-and meditating to frame rules consistent with the American constitution. The British
MI6 and US Department of Homeland Security monitored me and my website, especially after some of my
writings went viral, for many years starting 2008. I promptly wrote to President Obama about these events.
My jungle-abode in my native place now has the world’s only UAPG Academy, whose advice is taken
seriously by top leaders worldwide. This proves my conviction that dead opposition by BSR Allies to UAPG
has always enlightened me about paramountcy of UAPG to We the People.
The Trump Administration should promptly supplant BSR with UAPG–by starting with release and recapitalization
of Fannie and Freddie–because there is no other option for stability, efficiency and civilized coexistence. Besides
UAPG trumps democracy.94

VI. Inevitability and Invincibility of Constitutional-UAPG-Dharma and needed Cautions
This section preemptively cautions We the People about potential roadblocks on dissemination of ConstitutionalUAPG-Dharma, which has become inevitable and invincible:
1.

BSR Academy used its Invisible Hand, political might, and wealth to purge humanity’s sole UAPG author
from the universities in order to have him unemployed and penurious so that he would give up his propagation
of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma. The Invisible Hand failed abysmally. Spread of constitutional-UAPGDharma has bared the Invisible Hand as unscientific or Mithya and BSR as unconstitutional-Adharma which
is unanimously disagreeable, unstable, inefficient and detrimental to civilized coexistence and survival of
humanity. Constitutional-UAPG-Dharma UAPG has become a new Academy founded on truth, evidence,
facts, unanimous agreeability, constitutionality, economic stability and efficiency.
The Mithya
unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma Academy will now be naturally purged from the universities wishing to
remain fountains of truth, stability and constitutionality.

2.

BSR-backed government regulators, finance industry honchos and BSR Academy have fallen from grace.
The Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission has squarely blamed them for causing the 2008 manmade (not
Invisible Hand driven) crisis.95 Manmade means it could be avoided -- if the policy UAPG proposals
submitted to Congress since 2003 that the US government had to adopt in 2008 to stem the domino of
crashing markets were accepted by the BSR Academy that the Academy deliberately did not.96 BSR-
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supported rulers like Presidents Clinton, Bush, and Obama will be remembered (written off by We the People)
for the catastrophic fall of US economy due to their support for BSR.
3.

Anti-establishment Mr. Donald Trump in USA and Mr. Narendra Modi in India have risen with hope of We
the People that unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma would be demolished. BSR-Rulers are sloganeering about
democracy and against UAPG-supporting President Trump and Prime Minister Modi as dictatorial Hitler.
Constitutional-UAPG-Dharma actually trumps democracy.97 Constitutional-UAPG-Dharma has to be the
only basis for unanimously agreeable law.98

4.

Constitutional-UAPG-Dharma sounds dictatorial for BSR-backed rulers. Current BSR-beneficiaries will,
however, have to accept UAPG in their own best interest, lest they will be stripped of their wealth and power
because of two reasons: (1) We the People already know unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma as pure Mithya. (b)
This Mithya is designed to privilege, enrich and entrench a few individuals willing to be blackmailed by
secret private hedge funds to brainwash We the People with Mithya (a) that the unconstitutional-BSRAdharma is the best system of governance available to mankind and (b) that nothing like the constitutionalUAPG-Dharma exists. Constitutional-UAPG-Dharma sounds dictatorial because it is the only system of
governance available for civilized coexistence and survival of mankind. It is, however, not dictatorial
because it is precisely what We the People want anyway.

5.

Even if the current global leaders imbibed by Constitutional-UAPG-Dharma do not succeed or I die, UAPG
will nevertheless march ahead because it is the ultimate will of We the People.

6.

Constitutional-UAPG-Dharma could be suppressed only if I (the sole UAPG author) could be intimidated or
lured or blackmailed with a gun pointed at my head to change tune to support unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma
for pecuniary or non-pecuniary benefits. I have been made (genetically) to not be lured or intimidated. No
one has succeeded in blackmailing me since childhood. I cannot even be emotionally blackmailed. I have
preempted any such attempt by many years. The military raids of the UAPG Academy were a waste of
resources of We the People. Such military threat to an unimpeachably honest, truthful and nonviolent
individual–pursuing for unanimously agreeable, constitutional and efficient rules of governance needed for
civilized coexistence and survival of humanity–might prove very costly to the raiders, when We the People
discover it.

7.

Even the Britons have started seeing the danger of unconstitutional-BSR-Dharma on their future and have
dared to expose Mithya of BSR. The UK PM Gordon Brown almost vouched for UAPG by stating in a
Washington Post column on October 17, 2008 that the financial catastrophe was caused by undisclosed and
unaccounted lending to legally-kept secret private hedge funds by publicly insured banks to socialize losses
and privatize profits.99 Mr. Brown must have paid the price of losing his job for saying so. Numerous hung
electoral verdicts in UK and riots by well-educated children of well-placed Britons show the anger due to
perpetuation of BSR.

8.

Constitutional-UAPG-Dharma is spreading rapidly because it is unanimously agreeable to We the People
and is constitutional, so that BSR rulers swearing to uphold the constitution and to serve We the People have
been frightened.

VI.1 Necessity to keep Constitutional-UAPG-Dharma scientific
Despite inevitability and invincibility of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma, there is still a potential danger to the spread
of UAPG among We the People: It is hideous deification of the sole human UAPG author to bury constitutional-
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UAPG-Dharma as some unscientific message of prophet/god that could not be published in scientific journals of the
BSR Academy.
A. Gita narrates Krishna as an Avatar (reincarnation) of Bhagawan Vishnu. The term Bhagawan might have
been coined to connote someone who successfully eradicated the worst usurpers (Rakshyas or Asuras) of
mankind. Avatar (reincarnation) likewise might have meant mutation of gene of someone like Vishnu,
considered earlier as Bhagawan, into someone like Krishna, after the latter destroyed the most virulent
usurpers in his time. It is natural for We the People to worship/remember such Bhagawans whenever we feel
threatened by usurpers. The British and Mogul invaders used brute force to depict such worship as idolatry
and to caricature the worshippers as unenlightened pagans, with an ulterior goal of suppressing and robbing
We the People. If the philosophy of Dharma–to not usurp public and private wealth even surreptitiously–
were spread from temples dedicated Krishna and Rama, British and Mogul invaders could not have succeeded
in painting the Dharmic as unenlightened heathens who deserved to surrender their valuable possessions to
the invaders and lose lives for protesting against such robbery. We the People would then have correctly
treated the invaders as modern Rakshyas hurting civilized coexistence and survival of humanity and defeated
them easily. See, now, how the unimpeachably nonviolent Constitutional-UAPG-Dharma has triumphantly
unnerved, uprooted and crushed the Unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma by defying nuclear-missiles and deadly
weapons of rulers protecting the British System of Robbery.
B. Bible paints Jesus Christ as ‘son of god,’ but squarely suppresses the thrust of Jesus Christ’s struggle, namely,
elimination of surreptitious robbery in a Jerusalem temple. Those who claim to be followers of Jesus Christ
wrote Bible and omitted the true Christian mission and focused on compassion and doles to the victims of
systemic robbery. This must be a deliberate Biblical strategy to brainwash We the People to divert attention
from systemic robbery by respecting and appreciating compassion and dole peddling systemic robbers. Jesus
would certainly have protested against suppression of the thrust of his mission of eliminating such robbery
in a book (Bible) dedicated to him. Jesus would have disapproved his depiction as ‘son of god’ in churches
built with tithe (a form of tax collected from We the People) to suppress the primary Christian mission. The
technological Bible museum in Washington D.C. opened recently has more of Biblical script and very little
of Jesus Christ and no mention of the primary Christian mission.100
C. The BSR Academy and Allies have surreptitiously deified the sole UAPG author, a normal rational human
being by, for example, testifying falsely in 2010 before the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission that no one
saw the 2008 financial crisis coming.101 This testimony implies that the sole UAPG author, who saw the
crisis coming since 1991 as a financial economist at the Federal Reserve and who communicated policy
proposals to avert the crisis directly to Congress since 2003, could be a super human being or god.102 I had
actually mimeographed my research on efficient resolution of moral hazard in banking and financial market
in 1991 at the Federal Reserve.103 I understood since 1991 that ‘moral hazard’ was an academic euphemism
for blackmailing. BSR Allies in universities and government are blackmailed through legally secret private
hedge funds, managed by publicly insured mega banks. These banks are under the supervision of the Federal
Reserve and protected by the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 against their bankruptcy. This Act requires the
Fed to inject new funds to these banks to avert insolvency. This was clear during the 2008 financial
catastrophe. Fed officials had asked me, when I was an economist there during 1990-1995, to prove the
existence of moral hazard. I had requested them to get me the private mega bank trading data. They could
not fetch this data under the existing law. The Fed has now admitted that moral hazard in banking is a serious
problem for the economy.104 The Fed has also admitted that its models do not work any longer.105 Panama
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and Paradise papers106 exposing secret hedge funds do not even scratch an inch of the gargantuan secret
private hedge funds managed by mega bank holding companies protected by US law.107
D. What is the ulterior mission of the hideous strategy of the BSR Academy and Allies to suppress the
scientifically verifiable truth that the sole human author of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma saw the crisis
coming? Surreptitious deification of the sole author of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma must be a hideous
strategy designed to speciously indoctrinate We the People, after he dies or is eliminated through military
raids, with Mithya that he irrationally wished to make constitutional-UAPG-Dharma a prophetic or godly
message that did not fit BSR Academy’s scientific journals.108 As the sole UAPG author, I have preemptively
foiled such hideous strategy of the BSR Academy by spreading constitutional-UAPG-Dharma, selflessly, so
that no one could surreptitiously paint Mithya about me after I die.
E. We the People should realize how Dharma ceased to be the basis of governance: Kings in India tried to take
advantage of widespread devotion of We the People to human enunciators of Dharma, Krisha and Rama. In
the name of spreading Dharma, the kings in India deified Krishna and Rama in temples. They tricked
Dharma-devotees to donate (to the kings) their valuable possessions like gold, money and farmland for
salvation, which the kings defined as meeting with gods in heaven. This amounted to surreptitious systemic
robbery or unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma.
F. To establish unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma governance, the BSR Academy was planted in top universities
as a scientific field (that it is not) to paint devotees of Dharma as unscientific, unenlightened pagans and
idolaters. The exclusive goal of the Mithya BSR Academy was (and continues to be) to wean We the People
away from thinking Dharma as the basis of governance. The BSR rulers did (and want to continue doing)
exactly what the Indian kings thrived on, namely, robbing of enterprising producers with impunity. BSR
rulers are now relentlessly erecting their statues to have devotion from We the People, often by force or
blackmailing. It is, therefore, important to treat constitutional-UAPG-Dharma as scientific that it really is
and to never deify a human being, who happens to be its sole author.
VI.2 Turncoats of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma
Political leaders may eagerly chant constitutional-UAPG-Dharma to get elected, but side with unconstitutional-BSRAdharma allies, once they win the election, to share the BSR loot, glory or position:


President Bush claimed that he was a born-again Christian. But he did not care about the true mission of
Jesus Christ: to eliminate even surreptitious loot. The Bush Administration unconstitutionally confiscated
two privately chartered equity-rich mortgage lending companies, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, to bailout
banks that became bankrupt in the 2008 financial catastrophe. He must have done so to protect secret private
hedge funds of his kith, kin and cronies maintained in these banks.



The Obama Administration has committed the most heinous systemic robbery of mankind: unconstitutional
usurpation of profits from two privately-chartered financial institutions, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, in a
New-Worth Sweep decree signed in August 2012 between the Federal Home Financing Authority and
Treasury Department. The NWS blatantly violets the existing corporate law. Even a professor (that is Mr.
Obama), teaching constitution, forgot his basic constitutional wisdom during his White House sojourn.
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Fannie and Freddie shareholders had to sue the US government for constitutional justice. Rulers have
perpetrated such obviously unconstitutional acts because of their fear of losing their secret private hedge fund
accounts or unseemly incomes, earned indolently from BSR allies, after retirement.


In his first term, President Obama seemed to wish publication of my research: I received an email request
from a senior editor of a top academic publisher. This was soon after my letter to President Obama indicating
that such research should be published, and that reputed publishers were afraid of publishing. Soon after I
submitted my proposal for a book on constitutional-UAPG-Dharma, the editor who had contacted me
stopped responding. My inference was that the editor and President Obama were dissuaded by BSR
publishers to not publish UAPG. After his retirement, President Obama received one of the largest book
grants--$65 million--that was ever given by a top BSR publisher, Random House Penguin Books.



The BSR Allies might annihilate the sole constitutional-UAPG-Dharma author. They have militarily raided
the constitutional-UAPG-Dharma Academy twice in January 19-20, 2012. It was soon after the Director of
Indian Institute of Technology in Bhubaneswar showed his interest to start a School of Governance of Public
and Private Enterprises on the same day I submitted to him a proposal, January 10, 2012. The BSR has
succeeded in annihilating and luring for conformity of its opponents: For example, President John F. Kennedy
was assassinated soon after he asked his Treasury Department to raise funds for the government directly,
rather than borrowing through mega private banks (Robber Barons) at higher interest rates, according to
sketchy reports. Those who plotted his murder could never be traced. The recently declassified documents
on his assassination, however, reveals that someone called the Cambridge Evening News 25 minutes before
the assassination. This suggests that there were major plotters of Mr. Kennedy’s murder. “A reporter on the
UK’s Cambridge Evening News received an anonymous call telling him to ring the US embassy for some
big news, 25 minutes before the murder of John F Kennedy in Dallas, newly released documents say.”109



The widespread loss due to surreptitious robbery in Germany and Europe catapulted an angry Hitler to power
to target the epicenter of BSR thinking, which was then in London. Hitler landed up killing many people and
committed suicide after he lost in WW-II. He failed to decipher unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma as the real
underlying enemy of systemic robbery of We the People.



President Clinton facing impeachment for scandals had to repeal (in 1999) that provision of the Glass-Steagall
Act which had separated investment banking and trading from insured commercial banks, that facilitated
massive systemic robbery leading to two market collapses in 2001 and 2008.



Soon after I warned about an impending recurrence of the Great Depression due to the mega Ponzi Scheme
of mega bank holding companies with its epicenter at the Fed,110 President Bush promptly chose in 2005 the
world’s only doctoral dissertation author on Great Depression, Dr. Ben Bernanke, to Chair the Federal
Reserve, Yet, Dr. Bernanke simply extended the Ponzi Scheme by creating $4.5 trillion of new money, and
the Obama Administration added $10.5 trillion of new government debt as US tax revenues fell due to
massive erosion of wealth and jobs in the 2008 financial catastrophe.



Senator John McCain probably lost his election in 2008, after he promised to go against BSR by reinstating
that provision of the Glass-Stegall Act of 1933, which had separated commercial banking from investment
banking and which was repealed in 1999 by President Clinton.



A Democratic politician wrote in a column in 2008 that President Obama was god-send. President Obama,
however, came to power due to rapid spread of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma in 2008.111 Soon after reaching
White House, President Obama forgot the mandate and remained cocooned by exclusivity of BSR. He simply
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forgot that BSR caused the 2008 financial catastrophe. BSR supported him badly during the 2008 presidential
contest because his opponent, perhaps because Senator John McCain promised to reinstate (against BSR) the
Glass-Steagall Act that was partly repealed in 1999 to pave the way for borrowing publicly-insured fund to
bet against the public to privatize profits and socialize losses.


Prime Minister Gordon Brown lost his job soon after he wrote in a Washington Post column112 on October
17, 2008 about unaccounted, undisclosed lending to private hedge funds by publicly insured banks. He
merely had echoed my discovery since 1991.



President Obama received no support for several financial sector reforms he wished to enact based on
constitutional-UAPG-Dharma. He landed up committing the most heinous unconstitutional heist of mankind
with a policy signed between his Treasury Department and the Federal Home Financing Authority (FHFA)
in August 2012 to usurp all profits of two privately chartered government regulated financial institutions
(Fannie and Freddie) in order to transfer $5 trillion of lending business from Fannie and Freddie to publicly
insured mega bank holding companies that maintain legally secret private hedge funds to privatize profits for
BSR beneficiaries and socialize losses for We the People to bear.

VI.3 Winning strategy of sole author of Constitutional-UAPG-Dharma
BSR thinkers have been able to blackmail rulers and academicians through legally secret private hedge funds. I was
contacted for such funds for my retirement. I spurned the offers!
Many powerful have tried but no one has succeeded in blackmailing me through any means including lure and threat,
since my early childhood. I have felt since childhood and proved professionally later that blackmailing (which is
euphemistically called moral hazard by the BSR Academy) is the only way to lose freedom.
I have worked efficiently to create sufficient resources to retire while continuing to enjoy serving We the People. I
have remained selfless with a devotion to scientific learning, discovery and dissemination of findings, such as,
constitutional-UAPG-Dharma.
I have remained inured to shenanigans of the unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma Academy and Allies. The BSR Academy
and Allies tried all their tricks to blackmail me, such as: they would (a) make me unemployed, (b) not publish my
papers to block my career advancement, (c) lure through booby traps so that I land up doing something illegal for my
incarceration, (d) raid my premises militarily to subjugate me to abandon my independent research on constitutionalUAPG-Dharma, (e) evict me from the BSR Academy with ignominy that I did not do any research, etc.
Such shenanigans had no impact on me. They rather enlightened me to be absolutely sure that constitutional-UAPGDharma was the only potent force that could completely destroy unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma, nonviolently and
constitutionally, to ensure civilized coexistence and survival of humanity.
I have preemptively nullified all BSR shenanigans by many years to render the BSR Academy and Allies helpless by
the time they were publicly exposed due to rooting of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma, worldwide.
Constitutional-UAPG-Dharma is now so widely spread worldwide among global leaders and their followers that my
death is inconsequential to destruction of unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma.
UAPG has exposed unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma as a Frankenstein for BSR Academy and Allies. ConstitutionalUAPG-Dharma has become invincible and inevitable. I had not expected this to happen during my lifetime. Yet, I
unflinchingly pursued for discovery and dissemination of Constitutional-UAPG-Dharma for happiness due to selfless
service for We the People.
The BSR Academy has been shocked about my finding in 2009 that BSR was unconstitutional. At this time, I did not
know that constitutionality was akin ethics or morality. The BSR Academy tried its best to somehow camouflage the
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scientifically discovered truth about unconstitutionality of BSR as some nebulous unethical or immoral behavior of
market participants. University of Chicago Professor Raghu Rajan wrote a book published by BSR publisher, Random
House Penguin Books, to assure that capitalism [specified by BSR rules] was fine, but the [unethical or immoral]
capitalists were not. This was schizophrenic because capitalists [BSR Academy and Allies like Professor Raghu
Rajan] have actually established capitalism [BSR Rules]. The hope of BSR Academy and Allies was that We the
People do not understand the import of unconstitutionality of established BSR rules of law on systemic loss of our
hard-earned wealth and jobs.113 This is perhaps why universities, after the 2008 crisis, promptly appointed ethics
professors as deans in the BSR Academy and expanded academic curricula on ethics. Even my students believed that
markets collapsed in 2008 due to some unethical or immoral behavior of bad apples, not unconstitutionality of rules
governing banks and markets. They were perhaps swayed by media reports and prompting by authorities in the BSR
Academy.
The above steps of the BSR Academy on camouflaging the truth behind the 2008 market crash led me to explore any
linkage of unconstitutionality of the established system (rules and policies) with unethicalness or immorality. Since
ethicalness or morality means transgression of “scripture of god,” I studied ancient scriptures like Gita propounded
by Krishna, who is revered by Hindus as reincarnation of Bhagawan.
The kernel of Gita is Dharma, which means to not usurp public or private wealth, even surreptitiously. Transgression
of Dharma caused the Mahabharat war, 5000 years ago. At that time two parties agreed before the king to play a
game (Pashakhela). The game was surreptitiously rigged by the privileged party (Kauravas) allied with the king. The
unprivileged party (Pandavas, who were enterprising producers at that time) lost everything in the game. Everyone
including the losing party leader conceded that the loss was legal because the game was accepted by both parties and
approved by the king. Kishna, however, argued that surreptitious usurpation through a rigged game transgressed
Dharma and threatened survival of humanity. Krishna engaged the losing party to wage a war against the king’s party
because the latter did not return an inch of wealth usurped surreptitiously. The king’s party lost in the war and Dharma
was, thus, established as the basis of governance of humanity.
The BSR Academy and Allies in this era form the king’s party that has surreptitiously usurped hard-earned wealth of
unprivileged enterprising producers using BSR. There is a significant difference between the Mahabharat time and
now. In Mahabharat time, only the king’s party (Kauravas) knew how Pashakhela was rigged in its favor. This is
why this party usurped all wealth from the losing party (Pandavas). Only after the losing party lost everything, Krishna
found that Pashakhela was rigged. If Krishna or anyone else in the losing party knew, ex ante, how the Pashakhela
was rigged, Pashakhela would not have continued and Mahabharat war could have been avoided. Rationalists question
why Krishna as Bhagawan could not discover, ex ante, how the Pashakhela was rigged; such discovery could have
the mayhem of Mahabharat war and still established his mission for civilized coexistence and survival of humanity.
In this era, I have (a) uncovered threadbare how exactly BSR is rigged against the unprivileged enterprising producers,
(b) proved that BSR transgresses the constitution which everyone has sworn to uphold and that BSR is unanimously
disagreeable, unstable and inefficient, and (c) found an alternative unanimously agreeable constitutional system of
governance–in a contemporary math-econ general equilibrium model using the language of BSR Academy–as
necessary for stability and efficient coexistence of mankind.
BSR is modern Pashakhela, which I have deciphered threadbare, ex ante, i.e., before the financial catastrophe of 2008.
Because of my ex ante discovery and direct communication with the US Congress, the same UAPG rules that I had
conveyed in 2003 were found by the US government as credible for adoption to stem the domino of crashing markets
in 2008 and the FCIC did not accept the Mithya testimony of experts and allies of BSR Academy. This is why BSR
could not continue robbing until the unprivileged enterprising producers lost everything. The BSR Academy and
allied parties are now very frightened about claw-back of everything unconstitutionally usurped, surreptitiously by a
rigged unconstitutional-BSR, from We the People.
This era is significantly distinguished from Mahabharat era by the following:
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A. Constitutional-UAPG research has threadbare deciphered, ex ante, the modern rigged Pashakhela, namely,
unconstitutional-BSR is.
B. Constitutional-UAPG is discovered as a unique alternative unanimously agreeable constitutional system of
governance to unconstitutional-BSR.
C. Constitutional-UAPG has been scientifically or rationally has revived the Mahabharat era ancient Dharma,
which was conceived when organized religions did not exist and which has genetically shaped most Indians
irrespective of their current religion. This has rekindled thinking among Indians, by transcending their
current religion, caste, language, sect, race, and heritage.
D. The unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma Academy cannot repress ancient Dharma, which has been rationally
revived as constitutional-UAPG. The British Raj established BSR in India by denigrating Dharma as
unenlightened idolatry irrelevant to ‘modern governance’ of the Raj. The British Raj used violence to repress
Ascetic Hindu Brahmin propagators of Dharma and forced many to convert to Christianity.114 Many converts
still identify themselves as Saraswat-Brahmin-Christians.
E. After Dharma was revived in early 2009, rationally, as constitutional-UAPG, the BSR Academy and its
ruling allies used a British-origin University of Chicago Professor Wendy Doniger to author a book published
by the Random House Penguin Books (2009) to assassinate the character of Krishna (the original enunciator
of Dharma, 5000 years ago in Mahabharat era) as an amoral sexual creature. Prominent Hindus pursued for
banning this book and the publisher faced a lawsuit in the Supreme Court of India. At that time, I submitted
a rejoinder to President Obama with copies to Indian Supreme Court and leaders. This memo shows
rationally: (a) how University of Chicago Professor Doniger’s character assassination of Krishna was
unscholarly, unscientific, irrational and motivated to suppress the ancient philosophy Dharma, (b) how
Dharma has been revived scientifically as constitutional-UAPG-Dharma and (c) the unconstitutional-BSRAdharma Academy is floundering unscientifically and is frightened by profound discovery on scientificconstitutional governance necessary for civilized coexistence and survival of humanity.115
F. Looking at my correspondence mentioning suppression of publication of such profoundly important ideas as
constitutional-UAPG-Dharma, President Obama must have encouraged an American publisher to approach
me for publication of these ideas. As mentioned earlier, a senior editor approached me, but withdrew
afterwards perhaps due to pressure from BSR Academy to not publish my research. Random House Penguin
Books offered $65 million to President Obama to write his memoirs. President Obama (a professor teaching
constitution) could be lured by the unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma Academy to not publish constitutionalUAPG-Dharma.
G. Neither the unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma Academy nor any BSR Ally could stop superefficient discovery
and dissemination of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma. Just imagine that the unconstitutional-BSR-Academy
has failed to purge me despite its sway over unseemly wealth and might of its allies. My pay is barely twenty
percent of that of each of the luxuriously anointed super professors of the BSR Academy, who have all failed
according to the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission of We the People. None of these exalted professors
can even dream of authorship of as profound rules of governance as constitutional-UAPG-Dharma needed
for civilized coexistence and survival of mankind. Above all, they and their political allies badly lost political
power to emerging new leaders like Prime Minister Narendra Modi of India and President Donald Trump of
United States who won for embracing constitutional-UAPG-Dharma, will of We the People. ConstitutionalUAPG-Dharma has been embraced by We the People as a scientific juggernaut that is crushing anyone
who stands on its way.
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H. Incorruptible Prime Minister Modi could not be swayed by the unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma Academy,
that too when this Academy surreptitiously blocked his videoconference speech intended to address a group
of students and faculty at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania, which denied publication
of my constitutional-UAPG-Dharma paper116 in its controlled International Economic Review, by giving a
specious reason that this paper was unsuited to IER, which has already published two of my papers unrelated
to UAPG. Prime Minister Modi has promptly replaced the head of the Council of Philosophical Research
and chief editor who have blocked publication of my UAPG paper on triumph of constitutional-UAPGDharma,117 submitted to the Journal of ICPR since 2012. We the People will not forgive the unconstitutionalBSR-Adharma Academy for its irrational review and rejection of seminal, scientific, peerless academic
research like constitutional-UAPG-Dharma necessary for civilized coexistence and survival of humanity.
It is obvious from the above events that the unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma Academy and its Allies now dread revival
of the widely-followed ancient Dharma in a contemporary, rational, economic science avatar, namely, constitutionalUAPG-Dharma, that this academy had tried its best to suppress since 1991 but ultimately failed.
Now the so-far relegated Dharmic, led by Prime Minister Modi of India, as well as the exalted academic-scientific
community will usher in the era of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma after annulling the unconstitutional-BSRAdharma for civilized efficient coexistence and survival of humanity. The Journal of Financial Transformation,
which has 18 Nobel Laureates as authors, has invited and published in 2013 my paper “Constitutional System of
Money and Finance,” which is at the top of 86 million sites coming in Google search for information on system of
money and finance.

VII.

Universities must shed unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma to survive as fountains of truth

To survive, top universities should remain credible fountains for discovery and propagation of knowledge (truth).
They ought to promote efficient discovery and dissemination, not suppression, of new knowledge like UAPG needed
for civilized coexistence of mankind. For this, the universities should voluntarily act on the following, lest they would
be forced by elected representatives of We the People to induce credible action:


Accept, not continue to deny, the truth that their decorated and lavishly paid ‘expert’ professors have failed
and caused the 2008 financial catastrophe, according to the 2011 Report of the Financial Crisis Inquiry
Commission of the U.S. Congress.



Recognize that the unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma-unscientific Academy is irrationally inefficient. Each of
its 1000’s of exalted but failed experts is being paid–year after year–as much as five times of the sole
triumphant scientific-constitutional-UAPG-Dharma author. Despite such lavish pay and exaltation, the BSR
Academy failed to stop acceptance of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma by the political representatives of We
the People. The US government found it necessary to adopt the same constitutional-UAPG rules of
governance, which the UAPG author had directly conveyed to the political representatives in 2003 with a
warning about a looming crisis, to stem the domino of crashing markets during the 2008 financial
catastrophe.118 This financial crisis wiped out an estimated $20 trillion of hard earned wealth and erased 9
million good paying jobs. It was rightly considered by the Federal Reserve as worse than the Great
Depression because it had exposed about $11.3 trillion of bank debt and money market funds to potentially
devastating run.119



Purge unscientific unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma from university curricula and institute scientific
constitutional-UAPG-Dharma courses.
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Reject systemically robbed loot.



Propose to lawmakers to repeal current laws that facilitate systemic robbery with impunity.120



Observe that Dharma-which is, to not usurp public or private properties even surreptitiously-was scripted in
the preamble of American constitution, when USA was founded as a republic. Only in 2009 did I discover
that Dharma had de facto become constitutional in the same year the American constitution was written. I
also found in 2009 that the US constitution was surreptitiously transgressed since its inception due to adoption
of BSR (modern economics of Adam Smith (1776)) to frame rules for running the economy of We the People.

Only by taking the above hard-to-adopt steps, credibly, will the universities be able to prove that they are fountains of
truth meant to serve the best interest of We the People like establishment of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma necessary
for civilized co-existence.
VIII.

Conclusions

This paper has presented credible and verifiable evidence to show inevitability, invincibility, efficiency,
constitutionality, and necessity for civilized coexistence and survival of humanity of Unanimously Agreeable
Philosophy of Governance (UAPG) which attains in a rational, dynamic, general equilibrium mathematical model of
the economy. Constitutional-UAPG means simply no legalization of even surreptitious usurpation of public or private
wealth, like the British System (rules and policies) of Robbery (BSR) rooted worldwide does.121
The foundation of BSR is Adam Smith’s modern economics (1776) which has founded the governance of the
American economy ever since independence of USA. The very basis of modern economics is dogmatic, irrational
assertion that some Invisible Hand, which is not defined scientifically by either Adam Smith or any professor of
economics, causes massive periodic losses of wealth and jobs of enterprising producers causing such economic
catastrophes as the Great Depression after the market crash of 1929 and the Great Recession after the collapse of
markets in 2008. The unscientific or Mithya BSR has been planted in universities which are supposed to be fountains
for discovery and propagation of truth like scientific-constitutional-UAPG necessary for civilized coexistence and
survival of humanity.
Presented evidence also showed that scientific-constitutional-UAPG is consistent with the ancient Indian philosophy
of Dharma-to not legalize even surreptitious usurpation of public or private wealth-which is the trust of Gita and
which was the very basis of Mahabharat war waged and won 5000 years ago. The evidence showed that scientificconstitutional-UAPG-Dharma has become a juggernaut in uprooting and crushing the antithetic unscientificunconstitutional-BSR-Adharma.
A top professor of economics in Beijing University was arrested a few years ago by the government of China for his
unflinching alignment with the unscientific-unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma Academy. Top universities in USA
protested against the Chinese government action about human rights violation and threatened to shut down their
academic campuses in China. In contrast, the BSR Academy and Allies in India of Sonia Gandhi Administration
(2004-2014) militarily raided twice during January 23-24, 2011 the sole UAPG Academy of the world, using about
fifty Central Reserve Police Force commandos wielding lethal weapons under the command of a caged Central Bureau
of Investigation which was operating then at the behest of Harvard, MIT, Cambridge, and Oxford graduates, based on
advice and moral support of the BSR Academy in USA and UK. I established the UAPG Academy in my native place
of Ghumusar in Odisha, India, after the BSR Academy and Allies threatened to purge me from their Academy to cut
my economic wherewithal for survival. The events preceding the military raids must have frightened the Sonia Gandhi
Administration as well as BSR Allies around the world to resort to such drastic military action against an
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unimpeachably nonviolent pursuer of scientific-constitutional-UAPG-Dharma for civilized coexistence and survival
of humanity including the fellows running the SGA.
I have promptly reported to leaders in India, Odisha and USA about the military raids of the UAPG Academy and
asked to publicize any incriminating evidence about anything. If they found any such evidence, I would not be alive.
I have been an unimpeachably nonviolent scientific researcher and follower of truth. The mighty and wealthy have
abjectly failed to blackmail or lure or booby trap me by any threat or enticement. I had left a few days before the
midnight military raids of the UAPG Academy for pre-scheduled teaching in USA. My wife and two of her infirm
parents were present at the UAPG Academy. They were not interrogated by the raiders. It is obvious that the military
raids targeted to blackmail me at gun-point to stop my pursuit for scientific-constitutional-UAPG-Dharma with a
military threat that I would be otherwise incarcerated and eliminated. This is just like what the British Raj in India
did to suppress ancient Indian philosophy of Dharma being spread through nonpareil poetry from, fascinatingly, the
same Ghumusar region, that had factually fought against the British raiders in 1754 AD, in India’s first war of
independence.122
Why did the top U.S. and U.K. universities not protest against the Indian government for violation of my human rights,
after my UAPG academy was militarily raided to muzzle and incarcerate me? It is because they have been blackmailed
due to funding by BSR Allies. They have, therefore, acquiesced to suppression of my career due to denial of
publication of my scientific research on constitutional-UAPG-Dharma of paramountcy to civilized coexistence and
survival of humanity by unscientific-unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma Academy planted in the universities. More
importantly, suppression of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma caused the 2008 financial catastrophe123 which was worse
than the Great Depression, according to the Federal Reserve, causing an enormous loss of an estimated $20 trillion in
hard-earned wealth and 9 million good paying jobs,124 and resulting in enormous usage of opioids and other drugs
leading to an epidemic loss of human lives and animal spirit. This blackmailing should be investigated,125 lest there
will be unexpected prohibitive losses.126
This paper has narrated that, as an author of the real world mega game and as enunciator of scientific constitutionalUAPG-Dharma, I could preemptively and efficiently see ahead of time all clandestine shenanigans that the
unscientific-unconstitutional-BSR-Adharma Academy and its Allies would undertake in future to thwart
establishment of constitutional-UAPG-Dharma for survival and civilized coexistence of humanity as per unanimously
agreeable will of We the People.
It is important to note that the January 2011 military (CRPF under CBI command) raid of my UAPG Academy (in
Bhanjanagar, Odisha) was very strategic for the Sonia Gandhi Administration and its British System of Robbery (BSR)
allies in USA and UK. If the raiders succeeded in planting incriminating evidence to incarcerate/eliminate me, the
following historical events would not have happened:
1. The following crucial truth – which supplements the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission announced its findings
in a report released in January 2011 -- would have been suppressed forever:
"Cause of the 2008 Financial Catastrophe: The Experts Deceived the Academy and the Nation by Surreptitiously
Rejecting Research on Economically Efficient and Constitutional System of Money and Finance, and on Optimal
Holding Company Organization and Capital Structure under Constitutional Governance & The Academy Needs A
Center of Constitutional Capitalism Founded on Rigorous Research," Sankarshan Acharya, dated April 30, 2011. The
truths presented in this report supplement the findings of FCIC. After considerable reluctance, I have made this paper
is available at http://pro-prosperity.com/Cause%20of%20the%202008%20Financial%20Catastrophe.pdf
2. "Constitutional System of Money and Finance," which proves unconstitutionality of BSR and constitutionality of
UAPG, could not have been published in 2013 in the Journal of Financial Transformation, which claims to have 18
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Nobel Laureates as authors. This paper is available at http://pro-prosperity.com/Research/Constitutional-MonetaryFinance-System.pdf
3. "Public Lending to Private Hedge Funds is Inefficient, Unstable, Unconstitutional and Unanimously Disagreeable,"
could not have been published in 2016 in the Journal of Governance and Regulation. Thus paper exposes the secret
private hedge funds which blackmail global leaders to perpetuate BSR.
4. This paper, "Scientific Juggernaut of Unanimously Agreeable Philosophy of Governance Crushing Unscientific
British System of Robbery," which links historical wars of freedom, would not have been written in 2017. This paper
is available and updated at http://pro-prosperity.com/Juggernaut-UAPG-crushing-BSR.pdf
5. My memo of May 2013 to nominate Mr. Narendra Modi as PM candidate of BJP would not have reached the
Rastriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) President to persuade BJP stalwarts like Mr. L. K. Advani who were then deadopposed to nominating anyone including Mr. Modi as PM candidate of BJP. This might have precluded BJP from
winning in 2014 and India advancing in the global stage as high as it has with Mr. Modi in command.
6. Mr. Donald Trump would not have become the president of United States. Mr. Trump's associates and GOP leaders
have not only followed UAPG research threadbare, they have adopted the thrust of this research -- elimination of
moral hazard (blackmailing) in governance -- in their party's platform.
7. Above all, "Unanimously Agreeable and Constitutional Philosophy of Governance," would not have surfaced, let
alone linking UACPG to Dharma.
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